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DEOXYGLUCOSE AND ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR

SPATIAL FREQUENCY COLUMNS IN CAT STRIATE CORTEX

by

Martin S. Silverman

DISSERTATION ABSTRACT

The anatomical organization for spatial frequency

specificity was investigated using 14C-2-deoxyglucose (2DG)

and electrophysiological mapping techniques. With the 2DG

technique, we found that visual stimuli consisting of a

single spatial frequency produced columnar 2DG uptake

patterns, whereas stimuli containing a wide range of spatial

frequencies produced no columnar patterns. Procedures

including split-field stimulation and alternate monocular

viewing were carried out to as certain that these patterns

Seen with a single spatial frequency were not the

consequence of interanimal variation or of experimental

variables such as ocular misconvergence. Spatial frequency

columns were found to extend through all cortical layers and

were aligned into strips running in a dorsoventral direction

within the cat striate cortex. Stimulation with a single

spatial frequency was found to increase 2DG uptake within

columnar area.S and also to decrease uptake in the



intercolumnar areas, at times to below uptake levels in the

unst imulated striate visual cortex.

To confirm our 2DG results showing 8. columnar

organization for spatial frequency, we reinvestigated this

organization using electrophysiological mapping techniques.

Electrode penetrations parallel to the cortical fascicles

(i.e. , in the columnar direction) showed little variation in

optimal spatial frequency, whereas penetrations oblique to

the cortical fascicles showed considerably more variation in

spatial frequency preference. The variation in spatial

frequency seen along these oblique penetrations depended on

their direction in the striate cortex. Penetrations angled

in the anterodorsal-to-posteroventral Or in the

posterodorsal-to-anteroventral direction showed large

variation in spatial frequency. This variation followed a

regular oscillatory pattern, the period Of which

approximately corresponded to the repeat distance of the

spatial frequency columns seen with 2DG. Alternatively, the

variation seen in oblique penetrations made in the

dorsoventral direction showed less variation than did the

oblique penetrations made in other directions (but still

showed more variation than that Seen in columnar

penetrations). These dors oventral penetrations also did not

show the regular oscillatory variation in spatial frequency

that is characteristic of penetrations made in other

directions.

The combined results from the columnar and oblique



penetrations show electrophysiological evidence of al

columnar organization for spatial frequency, which is in

agreement with our findings using the 2DG mapping technique.

In addition, comparison of the oblique penetrations made in

different directions in the visual cortex suggests that the

spatial frequency columns are aligned into strips which run

in a dorsoventral direction——at least within the central

visual field of the striate cortex. This finding is in

agreement with the spatial-frequency-induced patterns seen

in our 2DG investigations, which also show a dorsoventral

strip like alignment of the spatial frequency columns in the

central visual field.

The evidence from these two mapping studies indicates

that spatial frequency does in fact have an anatomical

organization within the striate cortex and that this

organization is columnar. Further, these columns appear to

be aligned into isospatial frequency strips running in an

approximately dors oventral direction with in the cat striate

cortex. Thus, the results of both the 2DG and

electrophysiological studies indicate 3. well-defined

columnar, functional organization for spatial frequency

with in the cat striate cortex.



GENERAL INTRODUCTION



Receptive fields (RFs) of striate cortical neurons are

composed of elong ated antagonistic sub regions that are

Spatially distinct for simple cells and intermixed for

complex cells. Maximal activation of striate neurons has

been reported to be produced by presentation of a light or

dark bar aligned in the axis of the elongated RF, a stimulus

pattern whose width is matched by that of the sub field

(Hubel and Wiesel, 1959; Hub el and Wiesel, 1962).

When more quantitative methods were used to map the

RFs, Mov shon, Thompson, and Tolhurst (1978a, c); De Valois,

Albrecht, and Thorell (1978); and De Valois, Albrecht, and

Thorell (1982) found that : 1) RFs contained more sub fields

than originally thought ; and 2) transitions between the

antagonistic Sub fields were not as abrupt as was initially

implied . The profile of striate RFs mapped by quantitative

methods resembled an exponentially damped sinusoid wave of

Specific periodic it y.

Given this sinusoidal RF field configuration and linear

Summation within it, striate neurons were found to be much

more selective for gratings of different spatial frequencies

than for bars of various widths as well as being somewhat

more responsive to a grating pattern whose spatial frequency

matches the periodic it y of the sub fields than to a single

bar (De Valois, Albrecht, and Thorell, 1978; Albrecht, De

Valois, and Thorell, 1980; Kulikowski and Bishop, 1982).



Thus, striate neurons, in addition to their well-documented

orientation tuning , also possess a similar degree of tuning

for the spatial frequency of the stimulus.

The combined selectivity of striate cells for spatial

frequency and orientation together with the limited extent

of cortical receptive fields suggests that the visual system

may be performing a local , two-dimensional analysis of

spatial frequency at each orientation of the visual in put

(Glezer, Ivanoff, and Tsc herbach, 1973; De Valois,

Albrecht, and Thorell, 1978; De Valois, Albrecht, and

Thorell, 1982).

It has been shown that neur on S in striate cortex are

an atomic ally grouped according to a number of stimulus

properties. The best documented of these are orientation

specific it y and eye preference, both of which have been

shown to have a columnar organization (Hub el and Wiesel,

1962; Hub el and Wiesel, 1963; Hubel and Wiesel, 1977; Hubel,

Wiesel, and Stryker, 1978). The presence of these cortical

columns in striate cortex suggests that they are important

features for the processing of visual in formation. A

Similar organization for spatial frequency would suggest

that this feature, too, is important for the processing of

information by the visual system. It is the refore of

interest to determine whether or not there is a functional

organization for spatial frequency within the striate

Cortex. Furthermore, if the visual system is performing a

two-dimensional Spatial frequency analysis (with the



orientation tuning being just one dimension in this

analysis), a system atic relationship would be expected

between the spatial frequency and orientation organizations.

Since the spatial frequency at each orientation is required

for a complete analysis of spatial in formation, one might

expect a regular inter section between these dimensions.

The 111C-2-deoxyglucose (2DG) technique, discussed in

Part I, has major advantages for investigating the problem

of mapping a three-dimensional anatomic structure. Earlier

studies reported 2D G evidence which supported a columnar

organization of cells tuned to different spatial frequencies

in cat striate cortex (Silverman, Too tell, and De Valois,

1980; Too tell, Silverman, and De Valois, 1980; Too tell,

Silverman , and De Valois, 1981). This investigation is

expanded here to include additional experimental conditions

and controls.

Several electrophysiological reports have described an

an atomic al grouping for spatial frequency selectivity. The

precise configuration of such an organization, however,

remain S unclear . On the basis of electrophysiological

mapping of the cortical location of cells tuned to different

Spatial frequencies, Maffei and Fiorentini (1977) postulated

a laminar organization of spatial frequency selectivity. In

this model, cells tuned to different spatial frequencies are

grouped into different laminae parallel to the cortical

surface. This report was later modified by Berard i, Bisti,

Cattaneo, Fiorentini, and Maffei (1982), who proposed that

cells of different spatial frequency tuning might be located



within different sub lam in ae.

On the other hand, Tolhurst and Thompson (1982)

reported that cells with similar spatial frequency tuning

are organized in to clusters, with no evidence for either a

laminar or a columnar arrangement.

However, using electrophysiological techniques, with

great effort made to accur ately determine the trajectory of

the electrode through the cortex, a columnar organization

for spatial frequency has been described (Silverman,

Too tell, and De Valois, 1981 b) .

The reported disc repancies in electrophysiological

evidence for an anatomic al spatial frequency organization

may be due in part to the difficulty of mapping a three

dimensional an atomic al Structure with single-un it

electrophysiological mapping techniques. De Scribed in Part

II are additional electrophysiological experiments which

confirm the columnar organization we originally described .



Part I. DEOXYGLUC OSE EVIDENCE FOR SPA TIAL F REQUENCY

COLUMNS IN CAT STRIATE CORTEX



INTRODUCTION

The question posed in the 1 LC-2-deoxyglucose

experiments was : is there in c at striate cortex a functional

organization that corresponds to spatial frequency? If this

is so , b inocular stimulation with a stimulus consisting of a

single spatial frequency should activate the cell groups

tuned to that spatial frequency relatively more than those

in regions which are tuned to other spatial frequencies and

should thus result in non uniform 2DG uptake . War ious

control experiments would have to be carried out to show

that nonuniformities seen in the 2DG auto radiographs from

each experiment were indeed related to spatial frequency. A

Second related question posed by this experiment was : given

a non uniform distribution of cells tuned to different

spatial frequencies, are the cells of a common optimal

spatial frequency arranged in columns, in layers, or grouped

in some other way? The experiments conducted , then , were

designed to : (a) compare the variation in auto radiographic

density of the test conditions containing a single spatial

frequency with the variation in density under control

conditions, in which it was presumed that binocular

Stimulation at all spatial frequencies and all orientation S

would lead to uniform uptake of 2DG; and (b) to determine

10



the functional organization for spatial frequency by

comparing the variation in density along layers (i.e.,

tang ential to the surface) with the variation along columns

(i.e., at right angles to the cortical surface).

11



METHODS

An imal preparation

This study used 3 ll adult domestic cats weighing 2.0 kg

to 3.5 kg . The auto radiographic results from 26 of these

cats are reported here (see Results section, Table 1). The

results from the remaining eight cats were eliminated from

the study because of poor quality and/or un interpretable

auto radiographic results. About one week before the 2DG

experiments were conducted , cats were fitted with a cranial

attachment while under general an e Sthe Sia (ke tamine

hydrochloride, 30mg/kg, ace promozine, 10mg/kg) and with

antibiotic prophylax is (l, 5,000 unit S in tramuscular

penic ill in G). The attachment consisted of a bolt attached

to the frontal bone in the sagittal plane and an acrylic

well positioned over the visual cortex. Both of the Se were

Secured to the skull with dental acrylic cement and

Stainless steel skull screws. A local antibiotic was

applied to the wound , which was then snugly closed around

the attachment. Cats were then returned to the colony.

The bolt allowed rigid and painless positioning of the

cat's head, eliminating the need for ear and eye bars. The

acrylic well allowed access to the skull on the day of the

2DG experiment without further surgery.

12



On the day of an experiment, a cat was an esthetized

with an in tramuscular injection of ketamine hydrochloride

(30mg/kg). The cat's head was attached by the head bolt to

a steel bar, which was in turn bolted to the stereotax ic

device. The trac hea was then in tub ated , a fter which the c at

was paralyzed with an in tramuscular injection of galam ine

triethiod id e (20 mg/kg) and respirated with humid ified room

air at a rate to maintain expired carbon dioxide between

l!. 0% and 11.5%. Body temperature was maintained at 38–39

degrees C by a thermostatic ally controlled heating pad

placed under the animal.

The radial vein of a front leg was c annulated ; further

injections of anesthesia (ke tamine , 15mg/kg/hr), paralytic

(10mg/kg/hr), and 2D G were subsequently administered through

the c annula. Period ic checks of the level of an esthesia was

made by noting a change in the heart beat rate in response

to pinching the cats ear. If a response was noted ,

additional anesthetic (ke tamine) was administered . The

pupils of the eyes were dilated with topical application of

atropine sulfate, which also paralyzed accommodation. The

nic tating membrane was retracted with topically applied

neo synepher in . Corneal contact lenses were fitted to the

eyes to prevent corneal dehydration. The eyes were then

refracted by slit retino scopy and appropriate trial lenses

put in front of the eyes to bring the display to a sharp

focus on the retina. Artific ial pupils 5 mm in diameter

were used in all experiments. In those experiments in which

the c at viewed the visual stimulus binocularly, the eyes had

13



to be converged precisely to prevent the possibility of

spurious 2DG patterns resulting from incongruent binocular

Stimulation in all parts of the visual field.

We adjusted the convergence of the eyes by recording

from binocular cortical units and super impo sing their RFs

with prisms inserted before the eyes. However, because of

the signific ant cyclorotation of the eyes that occurs in

anesthetized and paralyzed cats (Bishop, Kozak, Levick, and

Wakkur, 1962), convergence cannot usually be accomplished

Solely with translational adjustments. To determ in e the

amount of cyclorotation, we simultaneously super imposed the

RFs of cells from two retino topically separate areas of the

Striate cortex. In this case, we usually recorded from

binocular units in the area central is projection area and at

about 10 degrees into the inferior visual field. One eye

was then physically rotated to super impose the RFs from both

eye S. This was done as follows. A stainle SS Steel

hypodermic tube was attached to the eye via a micro swivel

connector glued with cyanoacrylate to the sclera on the

temporal aspect of the eye. The eye could then be rotated

the desired amount by micromanipulation of this tube. With

cyclorotation corrected , b inocular units showed the same

orientation preference when tested through either eye.

A mismatch of binocular correspondence could in

principle result in the production of spurious patterns and

thus confuse the interpretation of our result S. We

therefore instituted a second approach to the problem and

1 l;



carried out several experimental and control experiments

using this technique. In this procedure, we eliminated the

possibility of binocular mismatch by introducing alternating

monocular viewing of the stimulus. The area c entral is of

each eye was projected on to the center of the stimulus

screen by means of prisms. A translucent occluder was then

mechanic ally switched back and for thby an electric solenoid

mechanism to cover one eye, then the other, alternately

every 10 or 20 seconds during the 2DG experiment. This

relatively short switching time was chosen to maximize the

activity of the cells, since there is a gradual but

noticeable decrease in activity of striate neurons with

prolonged exposure, even to a moving stimulus ( Albrecht ,

Farrar, and Hamilton, 1981, ).

Wi Sual stimuli

Visual stimuli were digitally constructed with the use

of a Now a l; X computer and displayed on a Tektronic s 65 l/

monitor controlled by a Lexidata image processor. The

monitor screen was typically positioned either 28.5 cm or

l! 3.0 cm in front of the c at . A square tang ent screen

measuring 120 cm by 120 cm containing a circular aperature

meauring 18 cm in diameter was mounted directly in front of

the monitor. The stimuli were thus presented over a

circular area of 36.0 degrees visual angle with the monitor

at the 28.5 cm distance or 23.9 degrees with the monitor at

13.0 cm. distance.

15



The visual stimul i used in the se experiments were

lum in ance-modulated Sine wave grating patterns. The

contrast of the patterns was set at some level between 30%

and 90%, depending on the experiment. Because the patterns

were always modulated equally above and below the mean

level, the space average luminance was always constant at 27

cd/m2. The digital generation of patterns allowed us to

compensate for scope nonlinear ities and thus to present true

Sine waves of up to 99% contrast). The grating patterns

were drifted across the Screen at rates between 1 Hz and 3

Hz, within the optimum drift rate for most c at striate

neurons (Mov shon, Thompson, and Tolhurst, 1978b). TO

eliminate stimulus orientation bias, the orientation of the

grating patterns Wa S changed either manually (by

continuously rotating the monitor through 360 degrees every

2 minutes), or automatic ally (by programming different

orientations to appear in random sequence in 1, 5 degree

Steps, each lasting 1 minute). In the latter case, the

drift direction was reversed every 5 or 10 seconds.

To minimize the effect of inter animal variability, we

used a split-field stimulus presentation which allowed us

to compare the activity patterns generated by up to four

different stimuli simultaneously within one animal (Switkes,

Too tell, Silverman, and De Valois, in preparation). We

further combined the split-field method of stimulus

presentation with a tissue flat-mounting procedure which

allowed us to view the 2D G activity patterns generated in

16



most of c at striate cortex within one histological section

(Too tell, Silverman, and De Valois, 1981).

The Se split-field experiments used the methods

described above, with the following modific at ions. In these

experiments, t wo or more stimuli were simultaneously

presented in different sectors of the monitor screen . Given

that the retino topic mapping onto the cat cortex iS

relatively precise (Silverman, Too tell, Switkes, and De

Valois, 1982), different test Stimuli will activate

separate, adjacent portions of the striate cortex, creating

patterns which can then be directly compared within one

animal. In most split-field cases discussed here, one

Stimulus was the control condition and the other the test

cond ition. The control cond it ion was all Orientations and

all spatial frequencies and the test stimuli were one or

more of the test patterns (e.g., one spatial frequency at

all orientations).

In most case S, the stimulus field Wa S split

horizontally, with the control pattern situated in the upper

half of the screen and the test pattern in the lower half,

or vice versa. This horizontal split allowed the 2DG

responses to the test and control patterns to be viewed in

Single tissue sections from one hemisphere, thus eliminating

inter animal and inter hemispheric differences as well as

differences between ti S Sue Sections as SO Ur C eS Of

variability in the resultant 2DG patterns.

2DG administration

17



The 111C-2-deoxyglucose (75 u Ci/kg) was dissolved in 1

ml of saline and in travenously injected in a continuous

in fusion during the first 20 minutes of the one-hour

stimulus exposure period. This is a modific ation we made in

the usual procedure, which was to inject the 2DG in one

bolus at the beginning of the exposure (Sokoloff, Reivic h,

Kennedy, Des Rosiers, Patlak, Pettig rew, Sakur ad a , and

Shinohara, 1977), to maximize the uniformity of uptake in

response to various stimuli presented at different times.

For instance, in most experiments we wanted to activate

units tuned to all orientations. We therefore presented the

gratings of a single spatial frequency at each of many

orientations in sequence. To avoid producing orientation

columns, it was critical that there be equal 2DG uptake each

time a separate orientation was presented .

Histological processing

After exposure to the stimulus, the an imal was

overdosed with pen to barbital and transcardially per fused ,

first with a 0.1M phosphate buffered saline solution (pH

7. H) containing 10% sucrose for 10 to 15 seconds, then with

the same solution containing 3.5% formal in for 10 to 15

seconds, and finally with the original solution again for 10

to 15 seconds. This perfusion technique is a modification of

that introduced by Collins (1978).

The brain was then removed from the skull, the corpus

cal losum transected , and the cortex cut free of the

18



thal amus. The visual cortex was dissected from other

cortical regions by cutting with a scalpel along the length

of the lateral and post lateral sulci. The visual cortex was

then placed with the cortical surface face down onto a 5 X 5

cm photographic slide glass plate coated with Silic on Oil

( 10 centi strokes, Dow Chemic al.). The per fusion Wa S

sufficiently brief so the tissue would not become completely

firm , allowing it to be laid flat on the glass slide for

Subsequent sectioning parallel to the cortical surface. The

glass slide was then placed on an aluminum block, cooled to

the temperature of dry ice (-76 degrees C), and coated with

Silicon oil. This method of freezing the brain tissue was

found to eliminate the cracking problems that sometimes

occur from the immersion method of freezing in the original

2DG technique (Sokoloff et al., 1977).

After being frozen, the tissue, still attached to the

glass plate , was transferred to heptane at -76 degrees C.

The tissue was removed from the glass slide by gently and

repetitively tapping the back of the glass slide with a

Scalpel handle. The tissue was then mounted on a cryo stat

chuck and cut parallel to the flat-mounted surface in a

cryo stat at – 15 to -20 degrees C.

The tissue sections were processed by standard 2DG

techniques (Sokoloff et al., 1977). The sections were

picked up on cover slips and dried on a slide warmer at 60

degrees C. The cover slips were then glued with rubber

cement to cardboard and apposed to Kodak SB5 X-ray film

19



within X-ray holders and exposed along with radio active

standards usually for 10 to 20 days.

Quantific at ion

TO obtain quantitative measurement of the 2D G

auto radiographic patterns, we fabric at ed 3 sc anning

microden Si tometer attachment for our laboratory light

microscope (Nikon Opti fot). War iations in the density of

the 2DG auto radiographs were sensed by a photo transistor

mounted at the image plane of the tr inocular camer a port.

The out put of the transi stor was fed to an electronic

amplifier circuit and then to the Y in put of an X-Y plotter.

The X in put of the plotter was driven by the change in

voltage produced by a ten-turn potentiometer, which was

connected to the X drive of the microscope stage. The

potentiomenter was supplied with a constant current and thus

produced a change in voltage that was proportional to the

movement of the microscope stage in the X direction. The

voltage to microscope stage position relationship Wa S

determined by scanning a clear plastic ruler.

The photo transistor output was calibrated with Wr atten

neutral-density filters and was found to be linearly

proportional to light intensity. Den Si tom entric Scan S were

made across areas of interest in the auto radiographs using a

150-um aperture. The optical density values obtained from

these scans were converted into relative radioactivity

levels by comparison with radioactive standards exposed

along with the tissue sections. Such radio activity levels

*—
20



are linearly proportional to the rates of glucose uptake

(Sokoloff et al., 1977; Schoppmann and Stryker, 1981; Kelly

and McCulloch, 1983). Optical density levels are nonlinear

because of the in her ent nonlinear it y of film exposure in the

auto radiographic process (Kelly and McCulloch, 1983).

21



RESULTS

2DG patterns related to spatial frequency

In itially, We investigated the possibility of a

functional an atomic al organization for spatial frequency by

presenting to a portion of the central visual field of a cat

a visual stimulus consisting of a drifting Sinusoidal

grating containing a single Spatial frequency. Th i S

stimulated area was surrounded by an un stimulated region.

It has already been shown (Hub el and Wiesel , 1962;

Hub el and Wiesel, 1963; Albus, 1975 a ; Albus, 1975b ; Lee,

Albus, Heggelund, Hulme, and Creutzfeldt, 1977; Albus, 1979;

Schoppmann and Stryker, 1981; Silverman, Too tell, and De

Valois, 1981 a ; Silverman, Too tell, and De Valois 1982;

Tiem an and Tomosa, 1983) that functional groupings of c at

Striate cell S exist that are based On orientation

Selectivity and on eye preference. To avoid producing

Selective activation of such ocular dominance and

Orientation organizations, the grating patterns We re

presented binocularly, were shown sequentially at all

orientations, and were drifted in all directions. Because

the parameters known to produce anatomic al grouping s within

the striate were varied in this experiment, any resulting

pattern S would presumably be those specific for the

parameter that was kept constant , i.e., spatial frequency.

22



Further control cond it ions are discussed below.

Figure 1A and B show the 2D G auto radiographic results

from two cases ( Cats #26 and #1, l, listed in Table 1), in

which the spatial frequency of the grating stimulus was kept

C On Stant within each case . The grating stimuli were 1.8

c/ deg (high spatial frequency) and . 25 c/ deg ( low spatial

frequency for Panel S A and B, respectively. The

auto radiographs were prepared from horizontal sections taken

at about the same depth through the c at striate cortex. It

can be seen in Figure 1 that for both high and low spatial

frequencies a distinct periodic pattern of increased

auto radiographic density is present perpendicular to and

extending across all cortical layers. For the mid range

example (Panel B), a distinct columnar pattern is not

clearly See n . In stead, a more general increase in

auto radiographic density is seen which extends across the

cortical layers.

The surround ing region that was not stimulated in these

C a Se S does not show columnar patterns but a laminar

differentiation in auto radiographic density. A comparison

between the stimulated and un stimulated regions in these

auto radiographs suggests that the columnar patterns seen in

Figure 1 are not end og enous to the striate cortex but

in stead are stimulus-related and presumably produced by the

presence of the single spatial frequency.

In addition, the columnar pattern produced with the

high spatial frequency stimulus (Panel A) does not extend to
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Figure 1

2-deoxyglucose auto radiographs of horizontally Sectioned cat

striate cortex that resulted from binocular visual

Stimulation with a Single spatial frequency Shown

Sequentially at all orientations. Po Sterior is to the

right , anterior to the left , medial up and lateral down .

Auto radiograph 1A came from a cat (#26) stimulated with a

high spatial frequency ( 1.8 c/ deg.), where as the c at shown

in 1B (#1, l; ) was stimulated with a low spatial frequency

(0.25 c/ deg.). Distinct columns of increased 2D G uptake are

Seen in both auto radiographs in stimulated areas (to the

right of arrows), but no column S are Seen in the

un stimulated portion (to the left of arrows), indicating the

Stimulation-dependence of columnar patterns.
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the edge of the apparent stimulus field, while the columnar

pattern produced by the low spatial frequency stimulus

( Panel B) does. This difference in the distribution of the

columnar patterns seen here is in agreement with the find ing

that the number of C at cortical striate neur on S tuned to

high spatial frequencies decreases rapidly several degrees

from the area c entral is projection, whereas neurons tuned to

low spatial frequencies are present in the central as well

as the peripheral visual field representation (Mov shon,

Thompson, and Tolhurst, 1978a).

Whereas columnar 2DG uptake patterns were produced with

a high or low spatial-frequency stimulus, no clear columnar

patterns were seen with mid range spatial frequencies.

Control experiments

In the above experiment, we attempted to vary all the

relevant visual parameter's except spatial frequency. The

intent was to produce uniform 2DG uptake by cells tuned to

these other parameters (e.g., orientation) while determining

if nonuniform 2DG uptake would result for a single spatial

frequency. However, there could have been some other

parameter besides spatial frequency which was also not being

varied , or there might be end og enous nonhomogeneities in 2DG

uptake in the visually stimulated cortex. If the former is

true, the patterns in the stimulated cortex might have been

the result of this other, uncontrolled variable rather than

from spatial frequency. If the latter is true, a columnar
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pattern would be seen regardless of the visual input. The

columnar patterns seen in Figure 1 might thus be due to

these other, unknown , variables. As a control for other

unknown variables or end og enous patterns, we carried out

identic al experiments to those described above, except that

Spatial frequency was also varied .

The results of two such control cases ( Cats # 27 and 32

from Table 1) are shown in Figure 2, Panels A and B,

respectively. Here, horizontal sections are shown which were

taken from about the same depth through the cortex as those

shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that , where as there is a

lam in ar differentiation in auto radiographic density similar

to that seen for the single frequency case shown in Figure

1, no columnar activation pattern is present. If spatial

frequency is organized into cortical columns and if adjacent

columns are tuned to different spatial frequencies, a

homogeneous label ing pattern perpendicular to the cortical

layers could be expected , and is in fact seen in Figure 2

from stimuli containing a range of spatial frequencies.

No clear columnar patterns were seen in any such

C Ontrol case S with binocular stimulation at all orientations

(however, See Section On control S for binocular

convergence). It could nonetheless be argued that these

"uniform" cases were just experimental failures, in which,

for unknown reasons, the particular animal studied did not

produce the "characteristic" periodic columnar pattern.

For in stance, if the an esthetic produced an unresponsive

Cortex in any animal, there might be an artifactually
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Figure 2

2-deoxyglucose auto radiographs of horizontally sectioned cat

striate cortex from two different experiments ( Case #27,

panel A ; Case #32, panel B) that resulted from binocular

stimulation with the same stimuli as in Figure 1, except

that gratings of multiple rather than just one spatial

frequency were presented . The 1 am in ar variation in 2D G

uptake is still apparent, especially within the stimulated

region (right of arrows), but no columnar activation is

seen. Orientation of the auto radiographs as in Figure 1.
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uni form 2D G uptake . It Wa S the refore considered

advantageous to combine experimental and control conditions

in one animal in order to control for this possibility.

Figure 3A shows the 2D G auto radiographic results from a

flat-mounted , split-field 2DG experiment (Case # 81). The

c at viewed in its upper visual field a drifting sinusoidal

grating stimulus consisting of a single spatial frequency

(0.25 cycles/ deg) which was r and om ly presented at four

different orientations (0, 15, 90, and 135 degrees), each

drifted in both directions, to include all orientations.

The C at Viewed an identic al Stimulus in its in ferior v i Sual

field, except that the stimulus contained not one, but three

Spatial frequencies, presented sequentially in random order

(0.25, 0.61, and 1.5 c/ deg). These spatial frequencies were

chosen to cover the whole range of the cat's contrast

sensitivity function and thus activate virtually all the

cell S. Both patterns were presented at high contrast (95%)

in order to activate cells tuned to orientations and spatial

frequencies some distance away from those presented .

When a cortical columnar arrangement is viewed in

tang ential sections (parallel to the cortical lam in ae), the

columns are seen end-on. Figure 3A presents such an end-on

view, through cortical layer 2/3, of this split-field case.

In the portion on the right can be seen the spatial

frequency strips. In the left part of the section can be

Seen the fairly homogeneous darkening produced by the

multiple frequency condition. An abrupt transition can be
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Figure 3A

2DG auto radiograph taken from a flat-mounted cat striate

C Ortex . Section orientation : dorsal is up, ventral down ,

posterior to the right , and anterior to the left. The

central portion of the cat's visual field was stimulated in

the upper section with a single spatial frequency stimulus

and in the lower sector with a multiple spatial frequency

Stimulus. The apparent division between the se two areas is

located by the arrow. The apparent borders of the stimulated

area are indicated by a ster isks. Homogeneous darkening can

be seen in multiple spatial frequency region, left of arrow.

A period ic activation pattern can be seen in the single

Spatial frequency area (right of arrow). The se dots are

activated columns viewed end-on. This split-field control

indicates that the presence or absence of columnar

activation is stimulus-dependent and not due to inter animal

variability.
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Figure 3B

Den Sitometric scan of three regions of the auto radiograph in

Fig. 3A. Scan for the single spatial frequency region

(labeled single SF) shows periodic fluctuation in optical

density; The region stimulated with multiple spatial

frequencies (labeled multiple SF) shows only small random

fluctuations in density; the un stimulated region (labeled

un stim) also shows only small random fluctuations in

density.
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seen between these two stimulated areas and at the apparent

border between the stimulated areas and the surround ing

un stimulated cortex.

The presence of such a homogenous region produced by

the control condition, within the same hemisphere and in the

Same section as the columnar patterns produced by the single

spatial frequency stimulus, is powerful evidence the results

described earlier were not produced by some unknown

arti fact. Any end og enous columnar cortical pattern should

have turned up in this control region but did not. If the

columns in the experimental region were produced by some

variable other than spatial frequency (e.g., Stereo scopic

depth), the pattern should also have been present in the

control area but wa S not .

A densitometric analysis of the 2DG auto radiograph

shown in Figure 3A is presented in Figure 3B. Here clear

differences are apparent in the variation in optic al density

of the auto radiographic patterns between the control and

experimental regions. It can be seen that the un Stimulated

region is less dense than the multiple frequency/multiple

orientation area but that both regions are relatively

homogeneously labeled . The den Si tom entric SC an of the

Single frequency region, however, shows considerable

variation in optical density. This variation is period ic

and reflects the columnar organization present in this

region.

When the cat striate cortex is flat-mounted, the medial
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bank of the lateral gyrus and the tentorial surface of the

post later al gyrus become flat, but the crowns of these gyri

are tightly curved and are difficult to flat-mount in the

same plane as their medial banks. However, this limitation

can be used to advantage, since in deeper sections of the

flat-mounted striate cortex, the 2D G uptake pattern can be

seen in cross section, along the crown of the lateral and

post lateral gyri. This allows examination of the topography

of the 2DG pattern in tang ential section along the flat

mounted medial bank, and then of these patterns in cross

Section through the depth of cortex along the crown of the

gyri. For instance, Figure l is an auto radiograph from a

case (#82) histologically processed (like that seen in

Figure 3) but from a deeper section. Here the crown of the

lateral and post lateral gyri can be seen , in which the 2DG

patterns are viewed more perpend icular to the striate

cortical layers. In the posterior aspect, which was

Stimulated by the single frequency ( 1.5 c/ deg), a series of

column S are seen to traverse the cortical lam in ae. Th i S

periodic columnar arrangement is seen to be replaced by

homogeneous label ing in the anterior aspects of the striate

cortex, which Wa S Stimulated by multiple Spatial

frequencies. The columnar pattern that results from one

spatial frequency and the homogeneous darkening that results

from multiple spatial frequencies are precisely what would

be predicted , given a periodic discrete columnar arrangement

for Spatial frequency in the striate cortex.
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Figure l;

2DG auto radiograph from a flat-mounted split-field case

(#82) similar to that shown in Figure 3A except that here

the tang ential tissue section was made deeper into the

Striate cortex. The apparent over all visually stimulated

region is demar cated by a ster isks, and the apparent division

between the two different stimuli is indicated by the arrow.

The region to the right of the arrow was stimulated by a

Single Spatial frequency (.25 c/ deg) and shows columnar

activation; the region to the left of the arrow was

stimulated by multiple spatial frequencies and shows only

laminar variation in 2DG uptake .
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Alternating monocular stimulation

When a cat is paralyzed , the eyes tend to cyclorotate

up to 16 degrees ( Bishop et al., 1962). If this

cyclorotation is not corrected , the eyes are misal igned .

Even when one attempts to correct for eye convergence and

encyclorotation by electrophysiological means, t he

corrections can only approximate the normal viewing

condition and may be in error or may change during the

experiment because of eye drift. Correcting for possible

cyclorotation is very important, since eye misalignment is

known to strongly affect the responsivity of striate neurons

(Freem an and Robson, 1982) and might thus affect 2DG uptake

patterns.

To eliminate the possibility that eye misconvergence

influenced the 2DG patterns within the striate cortex, we

therefore developed the alternative method described earlier

of controlling for this variable. The problems associated

with binocular convergence may be relieved by using

alternating monocular stimulation in stead of binocular

presentation.

The results from one alternating-monocular case (#91 )

are shown in Figure 5. A homogeneous increase in activity

can be seen in the field heterogeneously stimulated (at a

variety of orientations and spatial frequencies), where a S

the field stimulated by a single spatial frequency at a

variety of orientations shows a periodic columnar pattern of

activity. These patterns do not differ from those in which a
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Figure 5

2DG auto radiograph generated in a flat-mounted striate

cortex of a cat (#95) exposed to split-field stimulation,

using alternating monocular exposure. The apparent

stimulated region is demarcated with a ster isks, and the

apparent location of the stimulus split is shown by the

a r r O W . The region to the left of the arrow was stimulated

by a single spatial frequency ( 1.5 c/ deg.), and that to the

right by a stimulus containing multiple spatial frequencies.

The single spatial frequency region shows the characteristic

periodic fluctuation in density, while that stimulated with

multiple spatial frequencies shows homogeneous activation.
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uniform control pattern was obtained with b inocular

exposure. These find ings suggest that alternating monocular

stimulation is an effective method of activating the striate

cortex without the possibility of incurring binocular

misalignment.

Quantitative analysis of 2DG patterns

Selected C a Se S have been presented above that

illustrate the evidence for a columnar organization for

spatial frequency. In this section, results from the entire

series of cases on which this study is based are presented .

In order to quantitatively analyze the 2DG uptake patterns

produced by the various stimuli used in this study,

densitometric scans of the auto radiographic results from

each case were made. The results and analysis of these

scans are listed for each case in Table 1.

Column 1 (Cat) of this table lists the cats used in

this study. Case numbers followed by an aster isk indicate

that the stimulus used was viewed by the c at alternately

with one eye and then the other ( alternate monocular

stimulation); in all other instances the stimulus was viewed

binocularly. Column 2 (Stim.) lists the spatial frequency

of the stimulus in cycles per degree of visual angle.

Stimuli containing a wide range of spatial frequencies are

indicated by "Mult". In each case, the grating stimulus

was surrounded by a patternless area ( ganzfeld) which is

indicated on the table in this column by "Ganz". When
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Table 1

Stimulus characteristics and auto radiographic scan results

from 26 cats studied for presence of spatial frequency

Columns in c at striate cortex.
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TABLE 1

Den Si tometric SC an Column

(1) (2) (3) (l; ) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Field Sc an 2D G

Stim. Size Col- Dist. Uptake F Spac ing (mm) Width (mm)
Cat (c/d) (deg) umns (mm) x SD Ratio X SD X SD

6 . 75 36 no 3. 25 62. l. 3.8 NS
-- -- -- --

Ganz
--

no 3.00 6l. 1; 3. l.
-- - - -- -- --

9 . 75 36 no 5. 30 62. 2 l. 3 NS
-- - - -- --

Ganz
--

no 3. 75 511. 3 3.2
-- -- -- -- --

26 1. 80 36 yes 5.88 66. 1, 15.9 .00 1 1. 25 21, l! 3 20
Ganz

--
no 3.91, 70.5 2. 1

-- -- -- -- - -

27 Mult 36 no 6. 31 88.0 3.3 NS
-- -- -- --

Ganz
--

no 7. 38 93.0 3.5
-- - - - - -- --

29 . 25 36 yes ||. 81 72.3 7.8 O 1 95 . 1 || || 1 17
Ganz

--
no l; . 00 81. O 2. l.

-- -- -- -- --

32 Mult 36 no 5.81 93.2 3.5 NS
-- -- -- --

Ganz
--

no 5.81 91.6 2.6
-- -- -- -- --

33 1. 83 36 yes ||. 81 83. 1 5.9 .001 91 . 21 l! 3 13
Ganz

--
no l; . 83 73.5 1. O

-- -- - - -- --

l, 1 1. 80 36 yes li. 63 112. 8 15. 2 . 001 1. 26 . 21. 56 09
Ganz -- no 3. 88 11 1.9 3. 2 -- - -

- - - - --

|| 6 1. 80 27 yes 5.50 66.7 28.0 . 001 1.00 . 16 37 28
Ganz

--
no l; . 00 85. 2 8.8

-- -- -- -- --

|| 7 1.80 27 yes 6. 13 92. 1, 18. 1, .001 81 27 38 08
Ganz

--
no ll. 88 91.0 2.8

-- -- -- -- --

53 1. 80 27 yes 6.75 107. 1 25. 1 . 001 93 . 23 || 1 O9
Ganz --

no 5. 63 75.9 3.2
-- -- -- -- --

66 . 25 27 yes 6.75 112.7 33.0 . 001 86 17 l! 3 09
Ganz

-- nC) 5. 88 133. O 8. 6
-- -- -- -- - -

67 . 25s 27/2 yes l. l. 3 70. 1, 15.9 .001 . 97 ... 10 . l. 1 . 08
1.80i 27/2 yes 5. 75 70.8 12. 2 . 001 88 . 13 . 115 . 11
Ganz

--
no 3. 13 78.9 2. 9

-- -- -- -- --
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Table 1 (cont.)

(1)

Cat

70

7 1

81

83*

89*

90%

92*

93*

91, #

95*

96*

(2) (3)
Field

Stim. Size
(c/d) (deg.)

1. 50 27
Ganz

--

. 25s 27/2
1. 80i 27/2
Ganz --

. 25s 27/2
Mult/ i 27/2
Ganz --

1. 80 36
Ganz --

1.80 36
Ganz --

. 30 36
Ganz

--

1. 60 36
Ganz --

.25s/r 36/l,
. 61 i / r 36/l;
Mult/l 36/2
Ganz --

1.50s 36/2
Mult/i 36/2
Ganz

--

. 25s 36/2
Mult/i 36/2
Ganz --

. 61 36
Ganz

--

26

(l; )

Col
Um n S

yes
in O

ye S
ye S

In O

ye S
n O

in O

yes
nC)

yes
In O

ye S
In O

ye S
nC)

ye S
In O

n O

no

yes
n O

In O

yes
n O

no

In O

nC)

5
5

5
l!

:

i;:;

Den Si tometric Sc an

(5)
Sc an
Di St.
(mm)

. 75

. 75

. 13

. 00
l!. 13

. 13

. 75

. 50

. 75

. 88

. 75

. 25

. 38
- 00

. 25

. 00

. 50

. 30

. 30

. 30

. 30

. 63

. 50

. 30

. 63

. 63

. 56

. 88

(6)
2DG

Uptake
X SD

92. 7 32.3
90. 1 , 6.8

911. 2 l; 1.7
l, O. 5 8. 1
103.0 5.8

87.7 17. 5
1 11.6 3.2

7 l; .. 8 l; .. 2

100. 9 7. 1
105. O 1.5

1 Ol. 5 7. 6
90. 5 1. 0

101. 2 38.9
89. l. 5. 2

52. 3 11.8
50. 1 1. l;

7 l. 3 12.8
83. l. 3. l;
80. 7 2.8
78. 6 1. l;

87. I; 17.3
75.3 3.7
63. l. 6. l.

87. I; 17.3
75.3 3.7
73. 8 3. l;

93. 6 11.9
91. 2 l;. 6

(7)

F
Ratio

. OO 1

. 001

. 005

. OO 1
NS

. 001
NS
NS

. 001
NS

. 001

X

1. 38

1. OO
. 82

. 98

. 91,

Column

(8) (9 )

Spac ing (mm) Width (mm)
SD x SD

. 19 . 61 . 19

. 19 ... l. 5 . C5

. 21 . 31 . 1 1

. 31 . 39 12

06 l, B 12

. 23 . 39 08

. 1 7 l;2 13

. 21 . 31 08

. 21 . 31 . 08

1 l; l!8 13

. 18 ... l. 1 10

x = .98 SD=. 1 li x= . 1, 1 SD=. 06
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Table 1 (cont.)

Den Si tometric SC an Column

(1) (2) (3) (l; ) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Field Sc an 2D G

Stim. Size Col- Dist. Uptake F Spac ing (mm) Width (mm)
Cat (c/d) (deg) umns (mm) x SD Ratio X SD X SD

St im . yes/no Sign/NS X SD X SD

Low = 9 9 O 9 0 . 97 . 05 . l. 1 . 0l.

Mid = || O || O ||
-- -- - - --

High = 1 || 1 || 0 1 || 0 . 99 . 18 . 112 . O7

Mult = 7 O 7 O 7
- - - - - - --

Ganz = 26 0 26
- - - - - - - - -- - -
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different grating stimuli were presented in different

sectors of the grating stimulus, the location in the visual

field of a specific stimulus is denoted in column 2 by "s"

for superior visual field "i" for inferior visual field, "r"

for right and "l" for left portions of the visual field.

Column 3 (Field Size) lists the size in degrees of visual

angle for the entire grating stimulus field in each case.

Column 1 (Columns) designates on a subjective basis (yes or

no) whether columns were present or absent from the

auto radiographic results for each case and stimulus

condition. Columns 5 through 9 are concerned with the

densitometric scans of the auto radiographs for each case and

Stimulus condition . Column 5 (Scan Dist.) lists the

distance in millimeter's scanned for each case and stimulus

cond ition. Column 6 (2DG Uptake) shows the mean and

standard deviation of the 2DG uptake ( in arbitrary units).

Column 7 (F ratio) lists the level of signific ance for the F

ratio between the variances for 2DG uptake produced by a

given Stimulus condition and that produced by the

patternless stimulation (ganzfeld). NS here indicates that

the F ratio was not signific ant at the .05 level. Column 8

(Spac ing) lists the mean and standard deviation for the

column spacing in millimeters for cases where columnar

patterns were present. Column 9 (Width) lists the mean and

standard deviation for column width in millimeters (as

measured across a column at the half maximum 2DG uptake

level).
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Presence of columns

As shown in column 11 of the Table, based on subjective

analysis, columnar patterns are seen only when a high- or

low-spatial-frequency stimulus is used. No columns are seen

when mid range or multiple spatial frequencies are used or in

areas of the striate cortex stimulated without spatial

patterns (gan zfeld).

In most cases, the presence or absence of columnar

patterns was clearly visible. Nonetheless, quantitative

analysis of the patterns makes possible a better description

of the characteristics of columnar patterns and removes

Subjectivity from the analysis of the data.

A quantitative measure for the presence or absence of

columnar patterns was made by statistic ally comparing the

variation in the 2DG uptake values between stimulated and

un stimulated (gan zfeld) areas of the striate cortex within

each case .

Since densitometric scans of columnar patterns show

large and periodic fluctuations compared with areas not

showing columns, the standard deviations of the 2DG uptake

values for the columnar patterns might be expected to be

larger than the standard deviations of the values

representing areas which showed no columnar patterns. The

statistic al analysis of this variance seen in the scans

might therefore provide a quantitative measure of the

presence or absence of columns for a given stimulus
cond ition.
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Quantivative analysis of the patterns was c arried out

by performing densitometric scans of the auto radiographic

results from each case . So ans for each stimulus condition

were made parallel to the cortical laminae through layers 2

and 3 for the distance listed in column 5. The transmission

value S for 62.5—um increments obtained from the

densitometric scans were then converted in to 2DG uptake

levels (arbitrary units) by procedures described in the

Method S Section . Column 6 lists the mean and the standard

deviation of these 2DG uptake levels for each stimulus

condition from each case . Within each case, the standard

deviation of the 2DG uptake levels is considerably larger

from stimulation with a high or low spatial frequency than

from the patternless (ganzfeld) area or cond it ions

stimulated with mid range or multiple spatial frequencies.

The statistic al signific ance of the differences in the

variation in 2DG uptake between stimulated and un stimulated

regions within a case was computed by the F ratio (the ratio

between the variances for each stimulus condition). The

results of the F ratio test are listed in column 7. The F

ratio was signific ant for each comparison between high as

well as low spatial frequency stimulation and the ganzfeld

condition. The F ratio was not signific ant for any

comparison between multiple or mid range spati al-frequency

Stimulation and the ganzfeld condition.

These quantitative statistical results are in accord

with the qualitative appearance of the auto radiographs
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(Column l; ) which indicate that stimulation with high or low

Spatial frequencies produces columnar patterns, where as no

clear columns are seen from stimulation with multiple or

mid range spatial frequencies.

The agreement between these two measures indicates that

the statistic al test used is appropriate to quantitatively

evaluate the auto radiographs for the presence or absence of

columnar patterns.

Columnar width and spac ing

Hub el and Wiesel, 1963; Hub el and Wiesel, 1971. ) have

presented physiological and an atomic al evidence for

orientation columns. In traver sing a section of cortex,

cells tuned to each orientation are encountered in turn

until return to the original orientation. The entire

sequence (which Hubel and Wiesel term Orientation

hyper columns) covers about 0.6 mm of the cat cortex.

Similar evidence is reported here for measurement of the

over all width of these spatial frequency hyper columns, that

is , from center to center of their columnar spacing.

The columnar spacing was determined by measuring the

distance between the peaks in 2DG uptake in the

densitometric scans of the auto radiographs from each case

that contained columnar patterns. The peak-to-peak distance

was measured for 10 columns in each case. The mean and

Standard deviation for this measurement are listed for each

case in column 8 of the Table. As shown here, the spacing of
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the spatial frequency columns averaged about 1 mm for all

cases, with individual cases showing extremes to 1. 26 mm for

the widest spacing and .81 mm for the narrowest. Little

difference in columnar spacing was found between columns

produced by high and low spatial frequencies. The width of

the spatial frequency columns was determined by measuring

the densi tometric scan of a column across the half-maximum

2DG uptake level for each column. The mean and standard

deviation for 10 columns (same columns analyzed for columnar

Spac ing) are listed in column 9 for each case. The mean

width for all cases was . l. 1 mm. Little difference was found

for the width of columns produced by high or low spatial

frequencies.

Comparison of the measurements made for the width and

Spac ing of the columns indicates that columns occupied

almost half of the column-to-column spacing .

An alysis across lam in ae

Although the 2DG patterns produced by stimulation with

one spatial frequency formed columns through the cortex,

the activation pattern was not identic al in all layers.

Layer ll always showed increased 2DG uptake and could be seen

as a dark band about midway through the cortical plate and

running parallel to the cortical surface (e.g., Fig S. 1a ,b

and l; ). Layer 5 showed a relative decrease in 2DG uptake ,

especially in the inter columnar regions. The increased 2D G

uptake in layer 1, and the relative decreased 2DG uptake in
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layer 5 were more pronounced in the cortical are a showing

the columnar activation pattern . They were less prominent

in the region of the cortex which was retino topically

related to the visual field within the homogeneous white

background .

Layer 5 of the striate cortex was signific antly less

dense in the inter columnar regions when one frequency was

presented (see Figure 1A, B and Figure l; ). This feature was

present regardless of the specific frequency used .

Stimulation with multiple frequencies eliminated the

columnar pattern and decreased the amount of intercolumnar

lightening also . Moreover, the un stimulated regions showed

a smaller decrease in layer 5 activity compared with the

stimulated areas (e.g., Figures 1, 2, and 1. ). Layer l1,

within the stimulated regions, was more dense than the

un stimulated region of striate (e.g., Figures 1, 2, and l; ).

Areal patterns

When viewed from the cortical surface (en face), the

Spatial frequency columns are seen end-on and form strips

running in a general dorsal-to-ventral direction along the

medial bank of the lateral and post lateral gyrus, then

continue medially to later ally across the crown of the

lateral and post lateral gyri.

Figure 6 shows a tang ential auto radiographic pattern

taken from a flat-mounted section predominantly through

layers 2 and 3 of Case #1, 6. The pattern was produced by a

1. 8 cy deg. grating stimulus shown sequentially at all
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orientations and viewed binocularly. The cortical spatial

frequency columns are seen here to form strips. An abrupt

transition is seen between the strip pattern in the apparent

Stimulated region and the surrounding un stimulated region,

which shows a homogeneous 2DG uptake .
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Figure 6

2DG auto radiograph of a section taken from the flat-mounted

striate cortex of c at ( Case #1, 6). The entire Central

portion of the visual field was stimulated with a single 1.8

c/ deg. Spatial frequency stimulus and its apparent

boundaries are demar cated by a ster isks. The striplike

periodic fluctuations in density can be seen within the

apparent stimulated region. Note that the strips tend to

slant in toward the area c entral is projection ( demarcated by

arrow). The approximate location of the area central is

projection in the striate cortex is indicated by the arrow.
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DISCUSSION

Because more 2D G is taken up by highly active cell S,

its administration during presentation of a visual stimulus

should result in selective uptake by cells responsive to

that stimulus. In 2DG experiments using a visual stimulus

composed of a single spatial frequency, such distinct

columnar patterns of 2DG uptake were in fact found . The se

columnar patterns were seen only within the visually

Stimulated region of the Striate cortex . Adjacent

un stimulated areas showed patterns of 2DG uptake which were

relatively homogeneous. To be sure that the columnar

patterns we observed with a single spatial frequency

Stimulus We re indeed related to Spatial frequency

Specific it y , a series of control experiments was conducted .

Multiple spatial frequency control

If individual columns in the striate cortex contain

certain cells selective for different spatial frequencies,

then a visual stimulus consisting of multiple spatial

frequencies which span the sensitivity range of the animal

should activate all the spatial frequency columns and

produce homogeneous 2DG uptake within the stimulated region

of the striate cortex. On the other hand, if columns are

See n eV en with stimuli containing multiple Spatial

frequencies, then some other variable besides spatial

frequency must have been responsible for generating the

columnar patterns.
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When the eyes were well converged , a multiple Spatial

frequency pattern in fact produced homogeneous activation of

the striate . This homogeneous activation produced by the

control stimulus indicated that the columns generated by

stimuli containing a single frequency were indeed related to

Spatial frequency.

Split-field control (control for false-negative results)

In the course of the se experiments, some inter animal

variability was noted in certain a spects of the 2DG uptake

by the striate cortex. For in stance, columnar patterns

generated in one cat might be considerably more prominent

than those found in another, despite the use of identic al

visual stimuli and experimental procedures. To rule out the

possibility that the presence or absence of columnar

patterns in the visually stimulated cat striate was due to

inter animal variability rather than to the spatial frequency

content of the visual stimulus, both the control and test

stimuli were simultaneously presented to different portions

of the visual field of several cats. With the influence of

inter animal variability thus eliminated , columnar patterns

were again found in the portions of the striate stimulated

by the single frequency stimulus, while only homogeneous

activation was seen in those cortical regions receiving

Stimulation with multiple frequencies.
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Ocular mism atch ( control for false-positive results)

The greatest problem for convergence of the eyes in cat

is that of correcting for cyclorotation. Cyclorotation,

which can be as great as 16 degrees (Bishop et al., 1962),

can be corrected by simultaneously recording from two areas

within the striate cortex (separated by some distance) and

rotating one eye to super impose the RFs in both areas.

However, even with Such two-point electrophysiological

convergence methods, it is still possible for the eyes to be

misc onverged. For in stance, misc onvergence could result in

a given experiment because one or more of the converging

units might be disparity-selective, tuned to other than the

fixation plane, or the eye may drift during the 2DG mapping

experiment. Such instances might result in the majority of

units within the visual cortex being misconverged. Since

misalignment of binocular receptive fields can strongly

affect unitary activity (Freeman and Robson, 1982), this

variable must be well controlled in 2DG investigations of

the visual cortex.

Because of the problem of obtaining perfect binocular

convergence, an additional and perhaps superior method of

producing uniform stimulation of all cortical regions was

developed , using alternating monocular stimulation. Th i S

method produced either a columnar pattern of 2DG uptake ,

from Stimuli containing a single spatial frequency, or

homogeneous cortical activation, from stimuli composed of

multiple spatial frequencies (other stimulus parameters

being varied in each case). This mode of Stimulus
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presentation eliminated the possibility that the columnar

pattern seen with the single frequency might be the result

of binocular misc onvergence.

Characteristics of the 2DG spatial frequency columns

The spatial frequency columns in c at striate were found

average . 1, 1 mm in width and were spaced about 1 mm apart,

C enter to center . The columns themselves extended through

all cortical layers but were most distinct in layers 1

through 3 and in layer 6, being the lightest in layer 5 and

almost completely obscured in layer l1 by a heavy and

continuous label. In addition, this heavy continuous b and

of 2DG uptake in layer l; occurred under a variety of

stimulus cond itions and was in fact present in the absence

of visual stimulation. Since this layer receives most of

the genic ulo striate term in ations, and since geniculate

neurons in general have a much higher spontaneous and

stimulus driven firing rate than do striate neurons, the

intensity of layer l; label ing might be more related to the

geniculate activity than to intrinsic striate neurons. The

fact that a variety of visual stimuli produce high layer l;

2DG uptake agrees with this, in that geniculate neurons are

broadly tuned for both spatial frequency and orientation and

thus would be strongly activated regardless of the

orientation or spatial frequency characteristics of the

Stimulus. Since we do see some columnar label ing within

layer ll (e.g., Fig. 1A and l; ) and because neurons in this
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layer do in fact show considerable tuning for spatial

frequency (see Part II) it can be concluded that spatial

frequency columns do extend through all cortical layers.

Organization for mid range spatial frequencies

Unlike the clear columnar patterns produced by high or

low spatial frequencies, mid range spatial frequencies

in stead resulted in homogeneous 2DG uptake without columns.

One interpretation of this could be that the representation

of mid range spatial frequencies is not organized into

columns, as for the high and low spatial frequencies, but is

evenly distributed across the striate cortex.

However, electrophysiological maps of the organization

for spatial frequency described in Part II show that

mid range spatial frequencies are not randomly distributed

but in stead are mapped as disc retely as the high and low

Spatial frequencies used in the 2DG mapping Studies

described here. In addition, these electrophysiological

maps show that spatial frequency is organized in a regular,

repeating sequence of low-mid-high-mid-low-etc.

This sequence makes it apparent that the mid range

frequencies used for the 2DG mapping studies occurred twice

as often , thus resulting in columns spaced twice as close as

for either the high or low spatial frequencies also used in

the 2DG mapping studies. Moreover, because the 2D G spatial

frequency columns are 0. 1, 1 mm wide and spaced 1 mm apart,

they occupy almost one-half of the columnar repeat distance.
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Thus, given that the mid frequencies are mapped twice as

often, the 2DG columns produced by mid range frequencies

would be expected to almost merge.

In addition, since about half the actual band width of

the high and low spati al-frequency stimuli used in these 2DG

experiments were outside the sensitivity of the cat striate

cortex, the effective b and width (the width having the

capacity to stimulate cells) of the mid range stimulus is

considerably wider than that for the high or low spatial

frequency stimuli used in these experiments. This increased

band width might be expected to stimulate wider columnar

a r" ea S. This increased columnar width combined with the

closer spacing might result in the merging of mid frequency

columns.

Thus, column width and column arrangement, combined

with the larger effective b and width of the mid range spatial

frequencies ( instead of the possibility that mid range

frequencies are not functionally organized) might be major

factors why no clear 2D G columnar patterns were produced by

mid frequency stimulation.

Possibly, if the effective energy of the mid frequency

stimulus were lowered , a more restricted area of the spatial

frequency columnar repeat distance in striate cortex would

be activated and columns for mid range spatial frequencies

would be produced .
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Topography of spatial frequency columns

When viewed from the cortical surface, the spatial

frequency columns were seen to be organized into a

system atic striplike pattern. These strips ran generally in

a dorsal-to-ventral direction along the medial bank of the

lateral and post lateral gyri (e.g., Fig. 6). In addition

to this general dorsal-to-ventral organization, there often

appeared to be a tendency for the strips to angle toward the

area central is projection area in the striate. Thus, the

columnar strips located in the anterior portion of striate

tended to be angled posteriorly and had an anterov entral-to

posterodorsal inclination, whereas the strips located in the

posterior portion of the striate tended to be angled

anteriorly and have a posterov entral-to-anterodorsal

inclination. Thus, the spatial frequency strips tended to

form a spoke-like array, with the area central is projection

region being located at the hub .

The columnar organization for orientation also formed

strips when Viewed from the cortical Surface. The

topography of these orientation strips has been reported to

run in a strictly dorsal to ventral direction along the

medial bank of the lateral gyrus (Albus, 1979). In this

Study, the cat striate cortex was flat-mounted before

sectioning . This allowed viewing of the orientation strips

over a larger area (Too tell, Silverman, and De Valois,

1981). While the orientation strips generally r an in a

dorsal-to- ventral direction, they tended to diverge from
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the region of the area central is projection in striate

(Silverman, Too tell, and De Valois, 1981a). Thus, in the

anterior portion of the visual cortex, the strips ran in an

anterodorsal-to-posterov entral direction, whereas in the

posterior portion, they tended to run in a posterodorsal-to

anterov entral direction . The results thus ind ic ate that

while both the spatial frequency and the orientation strips

run in a general dorsal to v entral direction along the

medial bank of the lateral and post lateral gyri, they do not

run parallel but cross each other at some acute angle. The

electrophysiological recording evidence, presented in Part

II, also indicates somewhat separate direction S for

orientation and spatial frequency columns.

Although the evidence reported here indicates that the

spatial frequency and orientation strips proceed in somewhat

different directions to cross each other at some angle, the

exact inter relation between these two arrays is not known .

Given the considerable inter animal variability in the

topographies of these two arrays, such an analysis would

require the 2DG mapping of both of these parameters within a

Single animal.
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Part II. ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL E WIDENCE FOR SPA TIAL
FREQUENCY COLUMNS IN CAT STRIATE CORTEX
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INTRODUCTION

In Part I, auto radiographic evidence was presented for

a functional organization for spatial frequency. Using the

2DG functional mapping technique, columnar patterns were

produced with stimuli containing a single spatial frequency.

The Se spati al-frequency-specific 2D G patterns r an

perpendicular to the cortical surface and were found to

traverse all cortical lam in ae.

However, since the 2DG method is a comparatively new

technique, with methods for interpreting the

auto radiographic patterns still evolving , the question of

the functional organization for spatial frequency

specific it y i S read dressed here in Part II using

electrophysiological mapping techniques.

Several reports have provided electrophysiological

evidence for an atomic al groupings of cells on the basis of

their spatial frequency tuning. However, these reports are

in conflict with respect to the nature of this an atomic al

organization. Some have found cells with common spatial

frequency tuning to be arranged in different cortical

lam in ae ( Maffei and Fiorentini, 1977) or sub laminae (Berardi

et al., 1982); still others reported groups of cells with

common spatial frequency tuning to be organized in clusters

(Tolhurst and Thompson, 1982). On the other hand, a

preliminary study (Silverman, Too tell, and De Valois, 1981b)

found evidence for a columnar grouping, in accord with the
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2DG data . These disc repancies may in part be due to the

difficulty of exam in ing the structural organization of the

cortex, a convoluted and three-dimensional structure, with

Single-un it electrophysiological mapping techniques. This

is especially the case when the cortex is sharply curved , as

is true at the crown of the lateral and post later al gyri,

the region from which most experimenters have made their

recordings. A Small error here in a perpendicular

penetration will result in successively greater deviations

in the angle which the electrode makes to the cortical

fascicles as it penetrates deeper into the c Ortex .

In this study, recording was done system atic ally from

cells along electrode penetrations parallel to , and at

various oblique angles with respect to , the cortical

fascicle S. Because Of the diffic ulties in

electrophysiological mapping in this area, we have used

several an atomic al and physiological criteria to determine

the relation of the electrophysiological maps to cortical

Structure. These electrophysiological maps show spatial

frequency to have a columnar organization.
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METHODS

An imal preparation

The methods used for preparing the animal were similar

to those described more fully in Part I. Sixteen adult cats

ranging between 2 and 3.5 kg in body weight were used in

these experiments. About a week before the recording

experiment, while under general anesthesia, cats were fitted

with a cranial ped estal consisting of a bolt attached to the

frontal bone and an acrylic well positioned over the visual

Cortex .

The bolt allowed rigid and painless positioning of the

cat's head , eliminating the need for ear and eye bars. The

acrylic well allowed access to the skull on the day of the

recording experiment without further surgery.

On the day of the experiment, the c at was an esthetized

with an in tramuscular injection of ketamine hydrochloride

(30mg/kg). Further injections of a nesthesia during the

experiment (ke tamine hydrochloride, 15mg/kg/hr) and

paralytic , (gall amine triethiod ide, 10mg/kg/hr) We re

Subsequently administered through a c annula in the leg.

Periodic checks of the level of an esthesia were made by

noting any change in he art rate in response to pinching the

C at ' S ear . If a response was noted , additional anesthetic

(ke tamine) was administered . The cat's head was attached by

the head bolt to a steel bar, which was in turn bolted to

the Stereo tax ic device. The c at was paralyzed with an

intramuscular injection of g all amine trie thiod id e (20 mg/kg)
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and respirated with humid ified room air at the rate required

to maintain carbon dioxide concentration between l; . 0% and

l!.5%. Body temperature was maintained at 38 to 39 degrees C

by a thermo static ally controlled heating pad placed under

the animal .

The pupils of the eye were dilated , and accommodation

paralyzed , with topical application of a tropine sulfate.

Corneal contact lenses were fitted to the eyes to prevent

dehydration of the cornea. The eyes were then refracted by

slit retino scopy and appropriate trial lenses put in front

of the eyes to bring the display to a sharp focus on the

retina. Artific ial pupils 5 mm in diameter were used in all

experiments.

Before the recording began , a hole 2mm in diameter was

drilled in the skull overlying the crown of the lateral or

postl ateral gyrus, under which d urotomy was performed on

the underlying Cortex . Electrode penetrations We re

attempted either parallel to the fascicles (normal

penetration), or at an oblique angle to them. For a normal

penetration , the electrode was in Serted under visual

guidance as close to perpend icular to the cortical surface

as possible. Perpend icular positioning of the electrode

with reference to the antero posterior ax is could be

approximated with fair success because the crowns of the

lateral and post lateral gyri are relatively flat along this

dimension. However, perpendicular position ing of the

electrode in the mediolateral axis was more difficult, as
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the lateral and post lateral gyri are rather sharply curved

along this axis. Several parallel penetrations were

Sometimes made along the mediolaterl axis in a single

experiment in order to increase the likelihood that at least

one of the penetrations was made parallel to the cortical

fascicles.

For oblique penetrations, electrodes were positioned to

progress down the medial bank of the lateral or of the

postl ateral gyrus. Several different trajectories were

taken with individual penetrations. Some were made down the

medial bank in an anterod or sal-to-posterov entral direction

so that the initial angle in the sagittal plane to the

cortical surface varied between about 30 and 60 degrees.

In itial points of entry into the cortex were also varied

between 5 to 10 degrees in the inferior visual field

representation. The trajectory of these penetrations then

brought successive recordings closer to the area c entral is

projection region within cortex. Other oblique penetrations

were made in a strictly dorsal to ventral direction down the

medial bank of the later al or postl at eral gyrus and were

positioned within about 0 to 10 degrees of the area

central is projection in striate cortex. Still other oblique

penetrations were made in the posterodorsal-to-anterov entral

direction along the medial bank and entered the cortex

close to the area central is projection in the striate.

In each track, a tungsten-in-glass electrode with a tip

length of about 15 um (Merrill and Ainsworth, 1972) was

advanced with a hydraulic mic rod rive (Trent Wells) until
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spike activity was heard over the audio monitor. This point

was assumed to be 100 um into the cortex, and its depth on

the hydraulic microd rive was noted . A 2% solution of agar

in saline was then applied to the electrode hole and at

least 15 minutes was allowed to elapse before the experiment

was begun . The responsivity and selectivity of neuronal

responses generally improved markedly if this period of time

was allowed to elapse after the electrode was moved . At the

initial electrode position, the receptive fields (RFs) of

cells or cell groups were mapped for each eye on a tang ent

screen placed 28. 5, 113, or 57 cm in front of the cat's eyes.

Any modifications necessary to bring the RFs of both eyes to

the center of the screen were made by inserting prisms in

front of the eyes and by adjusting the inclination of the

animal's head via a gimbal mechanism. The tang ent screen

was then replaced by the television monitor, and the

examination of the physiological properties of the cortical

cell S was begun . At successive recording locations, the RFs

were maintained at the center of the monitor by adjustment

of the gimbal mechanism ( for vertical corrections) and

movement of the monitor ( for horizontal corrections) .

Visual stimuli

Visual stimuli were constructed digitally by a Nov a 1, X

computer and displayed on a Tektronic s 651, television

monitor controlled by a Lexidata image processor. The
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stimuli were presented over a circular area of visual angle

36 degrees when the 13-inch monitor was at a distance of

28.5 cm, of 23.9 degrees with the monitor at 13 cm, or of 18

degrees with the monitor at 57 cm.

The visual stimuli used in these experiments consisted

of luminance-modulated sine wave grating patterns. The

contrast of the pattern was set at some level between 10%

and 30%, depending on the contrast sensitivity of the unit

being recorded . Since the patterns were always equal

modulations above and below the mean level, the space

average luminance was always constant, at 27 cq/m2. The

grating patterns were drifted across the screen at a rate

that maxim ally activated the units being studied. This rate

was usually between 1 Hz and 3 Hz, which is the optimum

drift rate for most c at striate neurons (Mov shon, Thompson,

and Tolhurst, 1978b).

The spatial frequency and orientation of the gratings

were initially varied manually, while listening to the

responses on the audio monitor, in order to obtain a

qualitative impression of the optimal spatial frequency and

Orientation for the cell . The eye preference of the cell

was also categorized , using the 1 to 7 scale for ocular

dominance instituted by Hub el and Wiesel (1962). The

qualitative examination was followed by a quantitative

assessment of the physiological properties of the cell or

cell cluster.

The quantitative analysis consisted of first presenting

gratings of various spatial frequencies ( at 1/l; octave
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steps) at the optimal orientations, then presenting gratings

of the optimum spatial frequency at various orientations

spaced at 15-degree intervals around the 360 degrees.

The computer averaged together the responses to 20

repetitions, forming the mean response to one cycle of the

stimulus, and constructed a per is timulus time histogram

( p. s.t.h.). The computer also performed an on-line fast

Fourier analysis of the p. s.t. h. and printed out the

amplitude of the DC ( mean firing rate) and the amplitudes

and phases of the first five harmonics of the response. In

response to sine wave grating s, a simple cell shows a

modulation of its maintained rate , with most of its response

at the first harmonic . A complex cell responds to a

drifting grating with a largely unmodulated response so that

the primary response is a change in the DC component.

Spatial frequency tuning curves were constructed by

plotting the units' average response (first harmonic for

simple cells, or the DC component for complex cells or cell

clusters) as a function of the spatial frequency or the

orientation of the grating patterns.

The best combination of Orientation and spatial

frequency for the cell or the cell cluster (i.e., the

orientation or spatial frequency that evoked the most spikes

for the 20-cycle presentation) was then determined . When

several closely spaced values occasionally evoked about the

Sa■■ , e response, their mean was considered the best

orientation or spatial frequency. In this manner, the peak
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orientation and spatial frequency were determined for each

recording location along the electrode track.

After the physiological characteristics of a specific

cortical point had been determined , the electrode was

advanced while visual stimuli were continually presented .

If the electrode encountered an extremely well-isolated and

stable unit, a physiological examination of the cell was

under taken, regardless of its position along the electrode

track. If such a cell was not encountered , the electrode

was advanced by the designated increment along the track,

which was usually 100 or 200 um . After each electrode

advance, 10 to 15 minutes was allowed to elapse before

further testing. If a single unit was found to be well

isolated at this position, the physiological tests were

performed on it, followed by an examination of the

background cellular activity in isolation from the initially

isolated unit (the large cell could be electronic ally

rejected by a wind owing mechanism On O ur spike

discriminator.

Electrolytic lesions (from 5u A delivered for five

Seconds with the electrode negative) were placed at the end

of , and sometimes in several locations along , the electrode

track.

Histology

After the recording, the animal was overdosed with

pen to barbital and transcardially per fused as described in
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Part I. The brain was removed from the skull, the corpus

cal losum transected , and the cortex cut free of the

thal amus.

For cases in which long oblique penetrations had been

made along the medial bank of the lateral and postl ateral

gyrus, the visual cortex was flat-mounted . The visual

cortex was dissected from other cortical regions by cutting

with a scalpel along the length of the lateral and

post lateral sulci. It was then placed with the cortical

Surface face down onto a 5 X 5-cm photographic slide glass

plate coated with silic on oil (10 centi strokes, Dow

Chemic al.). The per fusion was sufficiently short that the

tissue was not completely firm; it could thus be laid flat

on a glass slide. The glass slide was then placed on an

aluminum block coated with silicon oil and cooled to the

temperature of dry ice (-76 degrees C). After freezing, the

tissue, still attached to the glass slide, was transferred

to heptane at -76 degrees C. The tissue was removed from

the glass slide by gently and repetitively tapping the back

of the glass slide with the back end of a scalpel handle.

For cases in which normal or short oblique penetrations

had been attempted , the procedure was the same except that

the visual cortex was blocked around the recording location

and then frozen in the manner described above without flat

mounting .

The tissue was then mounted on a cryost at chuck with

water, its temperature equilibrated to -15 to -20 degrees C
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within a cryo stat, and sectioned at 30um. The sectioning

was made parallel to the flat-mounted surface for long

oblique penetrations. For shorter oblique or normal

penetrations, the tissue was sectioned parallel to the

electrode penetration, usually in the frontal plane but in a

few in stances in the parasagittal plane.

The tissue sections were picked up on cover slips (#1.5

thickness) and dried on a slide warmer at 60 degrees C. The

tissue was defatted in toluene and hydrated through an

ascending series of alcohols (100%, 95%, 70%, ) to water and

then stained with cresyl violet. The tissue was dehydrated

following which the cover slips were mounted on standard

microscope slides with Permount , t issue face down .

Electrode tracks and lesions were reconstructed and

their angles to the cortical fascicles (the visually

apparent vertical chain of neurons seen in Nissl- stained

cortical tissue) determined . The length of the track and

the positioning of the electrolytic lesions did not differ

signific antly from the predicted locations determ ined on the

microdrive micrometer, indicating that tissue processed in

this manner does not undergo significant shrinkage or

di Stortion . This preservation was probably due to the

minimal fixation, combined with freezing the tissue before

the fix ative could cause tissue shrinkage. In addition,

Shrinkage and tissue distortion after section ing and

Staining was minimal, probably because of the tissue 's

adherence to the cover slip, which stabilized the tissue

against the solutions used in further histological
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processing .

Measurement of the variation in physiological
characteristics along electrode tracks

The variation in orientation tuning was computed by

taking the difference in orientation preference between

Successive recording points. Considering the 180-degree

range of all possible orientations on a continuous scale,

there were always two ways to measure the difference in

orientation preference between two recording points, the

shortest angle never greater than 90 degrees. The Smallest

angle was always selected .

These values were then divided by the individual

distance between the measured recording points and averaged

for each recording track. These means were then combined by

weighting the mean from each track according to track

length.

Similar procedures were used to calculate the change in

ocular dominance and percentage change in spatial frequency.
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RESULTS

The an atomic al arrangement of cells tuned to various

Spatial frequencies was investigated by systematic ally

recording from cells along electrode penetrations made

parallel to , and at various oblique angles with respect to ,

the cortical fascicles. If there is a functional

organization for spatial frequency, it should be apparent as

Some degree of order in the best frequencies of the cells

Sequentially record ed from along certain Of the Se

penetrations. For in stance, if spatial frequency is

columnarly organized , then cell S encountered along

penetrations made parallel to the cortical fascicles should

have similar best spatial frequencies, while those recorded

along oblique penetrations should vary in their best spatial

frequencies. If , however, spatial frequency is organized

into laminae or sub laminae ( Maffei and Fiorentini, 1977;

Berard i et al., 1982), cells recorded from along columnar

penetrations should show considerable variation, whereas

those encountered in penetrations parallel to the lam in ae

should be signific antly more similar in their optimal

Spatial frequency. Finally, if spatial frequency is

organized into clusters (Tolhurst and Thompson, 1982), all

penetrations, regardless of direction through the cortex,

Should equally show local groupings of units tuned to

Similar spatial frequencies.
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Determination of penetration direction

A critical factor in electrophysiological mapping of

the functional organization for spatial frequency i S

accurate determ in ation of the relationship of the electrode

trajectory to the cortical columns and laminae. While the

relation of an electrode track to the cortical lam in ae can

be clearly discerned in Nissl- stained sections, determ in ing

the relationship of the electrode trajectory to the cortical

columns is less straight forward. The direction parallel to

the cortical fascicles is widely accepted as defining the

columnar direction in cortex. Since the fascicles generally

tend to run perpendicular to the cortical surface, some have

defined columns as being perpendicular to the surface

( Maffei and Fiorentini, 1977; Berard i et al., 1982).

However, because of the sharply curved surface of the

lateral and post lateral gyri in the medial lateral axis,

small in itial deviations here in the normal trajectory of a

penetration will result in successively greater deviations

in the angle which the electrode makes to the cortical

fascicles as it penetrates progressively deeper into the

cortex . Therefore, sub stantial miscalculations of the

relation of an electrode track to the columnar direction can

result if one relies solely on the initial angle that the

electrode makes with the cortical surface. We have the refore

not used this criter ion but in stead have directly examined

the relation of the electrode track to the cortical
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fascicles.

Since the curvature, and therefore the chance for

deviation from the columnar direction, is greater in the

medial lateral than in the antero posterior axis, We

sectioned most of the "columnar" cases in the frontal plane,

parallel to the electrode penetration. After staining and

track reconstruction, we could then determine the angle of

the electrode track relative to the cortical fascicles to

See if we had indeed made a columnar penetration in this

plane.

One problem encountered was that the cortical fascicles

at the crown of the lateral gyrus (where normal penetrations

are usually attempted) do not always radiate from the white

matter in straight lines but in stead often curve in their

trajectory (see fig. 2A). In such cases, the mean angle of

the electrode to the cortical fascicles was taken .

The curvature of the cortical fascicles limits how

columnar an electrode penetration can be . Even in case S

where the electrode has a mean angle to the fascicles of

zero, it might be precisely parallel to the fascicles for

only a short distance. Therefore, columnarly organized

physiological characteristics might experimentally show less

than expected organization along an electrode track.

Because the cortex is a three-dimensional structure,

the angle between the electrode track and the fascicles

needs to be determined not just in the plane of section but

also at right angles to it. In some previous mapping

studies of the cortex , the fascicles have been of little use
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in determining the angle of an electrode track to the

cortical columns in the plane orthogonal to the plane of

section : fascicles cut obliquely in the orthogonal plane are

not distinguishable from those sectioned parallel. An Other

anatomic al characteristic of the cortex can be of some help

in this regard, however .

The cortical vasculature is usually apparent in Nissl—

Stained cortical gray matter. Most of these vessels run in

the radial direction, parallel to the cortical fascicles.

Therefore, although it may be difficult to determine if the

electrode is at an angle to the fascicles or thogonal to the

plane of section, the relationship of the electrode to the

cortical vessels in this plane can be estimated by

Sectioning the brain parallel to the electrode track. If

large extents of the radial vessels could be seen within a

single section or in adjacent sections, this was considered

an indication that the electrode track was parallel to the

cortical fascicles in the plane orthogonal to the plane of

section. If , however, the cortical vessels were cut at an

angle (they are then seen as oblique holes in the tissue),

it was assumed that the penetration was not completely

parallel to the cortical fascicles in the orthogonal plane.

An electrode track was the refore classified as columnar if

its angle to the cortical fascicles in the plane of Section

was less than 15 degrees and the majority of the radial

vessels in the section or in adjacent sections were cut

along their axes.
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In addition to the an atomic al criteria, t WO

physiological criteria were used as additional checks on the

relation of the electrode track to the columnar direction in

cortex : the extent to which orientation tuning and to which

the ocular dominance preference of successively encountered

cells changed.

There is considerable, convincing evidence that

orientation tuning and ocular dominance each have a columnar

organization in the c at striate cortex (Hubel and Wiesel ,

1962; Hubel and Wiesel, 1963; Albus, 1975b ; Lee et al.,

1977; Shatz, Lind strom , and Wiesel, 1977; Le Way, Stryker,

and Shatz, 1978; Shatz and Stryker, 1978; Schoppmann and

Stryker, 1981). If our anatomic ally defined columnar

penetrations We re actually columnar, both of the Se

physiological properties should show little variation

relative to that seen in penetrations which we classified as

oblique.

The orientation tuning and ocular dominance Of

successively encountered cells in normal penetrations in

fact varied significantly less than in oblique penetrations.

This relationship is illustrated in Figure 1, in which the

mean change in best orientation is plotted against the mean

change in ocular dominance for each penetration. The cells

in penetrations that were classified as columnar ( asterisk

symbols) showed less variation in both orientation and

ocular dominance tuning than did those in penetrations which

were classified as oblique (circles).

In addition, Figure 1 shows that the variation in
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Figure 1

Figure 1 plots the mean change in optimal orientation

( degrees) against the change in ocular dominance per 100 um

along each electrode track. Orientation is in degrees,

whereas ocular dominance is based on the 7-point scale of

Hub el and Wiesel (1962). Aster isks denote columnar tracks,

whereas circles denote oblique tracks. Tracks made in the

columnar direction generally show much less variation for

both orientation and ocular dominance than those made

obliquely. Since considerable evidence Shows both

orientation and ocular dominance to be columnarly organized ,

the Small variation in these parameters in the anatomic ally

defined columnar tracks is additional evidence that the se

tracks were made in the columnar direction.
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orientation tuning covaries with the degree of variation for

Ocular dom in ance. The C or relation coefficient for this

relationship was 0. 7 (signific ant at the .005 level). Th i S

covariance is predic table given that both orientation and

ocular dominance are columnarly organized : penetrations made

at progressively larger angles to the cortical fascicles

should Show progressively larger v ariance in both

orientation and ocular dom in ance.

The changes in optimal orientation and ocular dominance

of cells encountered along the normal and oblique tracks

were compared statistic ally. The mean change in the optimal

orientation along a normal electrode penetration was 7.7

degrees per 100um and was 16. l. degrees per 100um along

penetrations classified as oblique. The ratio between these

averages was 2. 1 and their difference was signific ant

(p> . 001). The change in ocular preference on the 7-point

scale of Hub el and Wiesel (1962) was 0.27 ocular dominance

units per 100 um along columnar penetrations and 0.72 units

per 100 um along oblique penetrations. The ratio was 2.67

between these figures and their difference significant

(px. 001).

These values indicate that both orientation tuning and

ocular dominance are considerably less variable in the

penetrations that were defined as columnar than in those

that We re classified as oblique. The Se statistic al

calculations are in agreement with the general finding of a

columnar organization for orientation and ocular dominance.
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In addition, they provide strong support for the

classification used here of particular penetrations as

either columnar or oblique.

Both Orientation and ocular d Om in ance column S are also

known to be aligned into striplike arrays that do not run

parallel to each other across the cortical surface (Hubel,

Wiesel and Stryker, 1978; Silverman, Too tell, and De Valois,

1981a). It follows that penetrations which show little

variation along either of these two parameters are columnar

along two different spatial axes, and are thus likely to be

columnar in all planes.

Optimal spatial frequency tuning of cells along normal
penetrations

Panel A of Figure 2 shows a Nissl-stained section of

the visual cortex cut in the frontal plane. In this section,

an electrode track cam be seem running almost parallel to

the cortical fascicles through the whole depth of the

C Ortex . Rather large expanses of several radial cortical

blood vessels are seen in this section, and there are no

obliquely cut vessels. This indicates that the electrode

trajectory was columnar, not only in the plane of section,

but also in the plane orthogonal to that . The electrode used

here was etched very thin (shank diameter = || 0 um) to

minimize tissue damage. The trajectory of the electrode

penetration can be discerned by the position of the
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Figure 2A

Ni SSl-Stained coronal Section of C at Striate c Ortex

containing electrode track made parallel to the cortical

fascicles. Arrow at cortical surface indicates site of

electrode penetration; arrow located in white m atter

indicates site of lesion made at end of penetration. Scale

= 1 mm in this and all subsequent figures.
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Figure 2B

Spatial frequency tuning curves of the cortical cells

(dashed curves) and cell clusters (solid curves) recorded

along electrode track are shown in Figure 2B. Data points

for the first curve are also plotted . Positions of the

tuning curves have been shifted in the vertical direction by

an amount proportional to the position at which they were

recorded along the electrode track. The total range of

optimal spatial frequency sensitivity of cells within 5

degrees of the area c entral is projection region in the c at

striate cortex is denoted by arrows at the top of the graph.

Note that the optimal frequency for the cells and cell

clusters is restricted to a limited range of spatial

frequency ( about . 61 compared with the possible range (about

l, octaves). The limited range in the optimal spatial

frequency of the cells encountered in this columnar track is

evidence for a columnar organization for spatial frequency

within the c at striate cortex . In addition, note that the

tuning curves of the cell clusters are about the same width

as that derived from single units. This similarity

indicates that cell cluster recordings accur ately describe

the Spatial frequency tuning characteristics of the

individual striate cortical units.
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electrolytic lesion (located in the white matter about 100

um past the deep margin of the gray matter) and the Small

amount of cellular damage along the electrode penetration,

and that present at the cortical surface.

The spatial frequency tuning curves of the cells and

cell clusters that were encountered along the penetration

shown in Figure 2 are plotted in panel B of the Figure. The

positions of the tuning curves in the graph have been

shifted in the vertical direction by an amount proportional

to the position at which they were recorded along the

electrode track. The total range of optimal spatial

frequency sensitivity of cells within +5 degrees of the area

central is projection region in the cat striate cortex is

denoted by the arrows at the top of the graph : it is about

0.2 to 3.0 c/ deg or about l; octaves (Mov shon, Thompson, and

Tolhurst, 1978).

It can be seen that the peaks of the tuning curves of

the cells in Figure 2 are between 0.23 and 0.35 c/deg,

spanning about a 0. 61 octave range, or about 1/6 of the

total possible range. From this figure, it is apparent

that the peaks of the spatial frequency tuning curves seen

in the cells in this columnar penetration are grouped within

a narrow subset of the total range of spatial frequencies

that should have been encountered if the spatial frequency

selectivity were randomly organized , or organized in a non

columnar fashion.

Recordings from cell cluster S give 3 good
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representation of the spatial frequency tuning properties of

Single units in the visual cortex. Neither the shapes of

the tuning curves nor the peaks differ signific antly for

Cell clusters (Solid-line curves) and single units (dashed

line curves). This is especially apparent when comparing

the peaks and the tuning curve shapes of the single units

and cell clusters recorded at the same location within the

electrode penetration. The se tuning-curve pairs peak at

about the same Spatial frequency and also have very similar

Shape S.

A more accurate comparison of the tuning curves derived

from units and unit clusters requires a quantitative

In ea Sur e. A descriptive measure of spatial frequency tuning

is the spatial frequency bandwidth, defined as the width of

the tuning curve in octaves at the half amplitude point

(i.e., where the cell responds half-maxim ally). The mean

width for the cell clusters is 1. 116 compared with 1. 15 for

the single cells. The similarity in the tuning width for

cell clusters and single cells indicates that cell cluster

recordings produce a good representation of the spatial

frequency tuning properties of individual cells.

In addition, the spatial frequency b and widths for the

cell clusters (as well as for the single cells) are similar

to the mean band widths of 1. l; to 1.5 octaves reported for

Single units in other studies of cortical cells (Maffei and

Fiorentini, 1973; Glezer, Ivanoff, and Tscherbach, 1973;

Ikeda and Wright, 1974; De Valois, Albrecht, and Thorell

1982; Movshon, et al., 1978). This again indicates that



cell cluster recording produce a good representation of the

spatial frequency tuning properties of individual cells.

The similar spatial frequency b and widths of single

units and cell clusters also indicates that cells with

markedly different spatial frequency tunings are not

randomly intermixed within a recording site. If that were

so , cell cluster recordings would have produced very broad

tuning curves relative to the width of the tuning curves for

individual cells.

To better summarize the variations in the best spatial

frequencies of the successively recorded units along this

penetration, only the peaks of these tuning curves were

plotted as a function of track distance in panel C of Figure

2, which shows that spatial frequency tuning is fairly

constant in this columnar penetration.

The consistency of the best spatial frequencies of the

cells recorded along this penetration suggests a columnar

organization for spatial frequency. However, this conclusion

depends on whether the penetration in fact was made in the

columnar direction through the cortex (as the an atomic al

indices used here indicate). If this were the case,

orientation and ocular dominance might also be expected to

show little variation in this penetration. The orientation

tuning and ocular preference of the cells recorded along

this penetration are shown in panels D and E of Figure 2.

In fact, these other columnarly organized physiological

parameters also show rather little variation through the
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Figure 2C

Figure 2C graphs the optimal spatial frequency of the tuning

curves shown in Figure 2B. The limited variation in the

optimal spatial frequency seen here is evidence for a

columnar organization for spatial frequency.
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Figures 2D and 2E

Figures 2D and 2E plot the optimal orientation and ocular

dominance of the cells and cell clusters recorded along the

electrode track shown in Figure 2A. Note that orientation

and ocular dominance show limited variation compared with

that possible. The limited variation seen here, combined

with the well-substantiated columnar organization for the se

parameters, gives additional evidence that the electrode

track shown in Fig 2A was in fact made nearly the columnar

direction .
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extent of this penetration, making it appear likely that the

electrode penetrated nearly in the columnar direction. The

small variance in the spatial frequency tuning in this

penetration suggests that spatial frequency i S also

columnarly organized here.

If spatial frequency is columnarly organized , normal

(columnar) electrode penetrations in general should show a

Similar type of organization. Figure 3A-C shows plots for

four more penetrations made in the columnar direction. As

in the previous example, columnar penetrations showed

limited variation in best spatial frequency. The variation

within individual penetrations is considerably less than

would be expected given the range of spatial frequency

tuning of all striate cells within a specified cortical

region. There is, however, considerable variation from one

penetration to the next in best spatial frequency, as could

be expected from the over all range of spatial frequency

sensitivities of cells at a specific eccentricity.

The mean change for spatial frequency along all

columnar penetrations (15 penetrations, 21.95 mm to tal) was

13.5% (or about 0.21 octaves) per 100 um traveled along a

penetration. Since the total range of spatial frequency

tuning in the cat striate cortex is about four octaves,

only about 5. l. # of the possible variation in spatial

frequency per 100 um occurred than if spatial frequency

tuning were randomly organized .
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Figure 3

Figure 3 graphs the optimal spatial frequency of cells

recorded along four different electrode tracks made in the

columnar direction in C at Striate cortex . The optimal

Spatial frequency within a given track showed little

variation, indicating that spatial frequency is organized

columnarly in cat striate cortex.
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In comparison, orientation tuning changed about 7.7

degrees per 100 um traveled along the columnar penetrations.

Since the total possible range of orientations, disregarding

preference for drift direction, is 180 degrees, this value

represents l1.3% of the possible variation that could have

occur ed within 100 um if orientation tuning were randomly

organized .

In some penetrations, the electrode was angled normally

to the cortex for a time, then oblique for a second

distance. For instance, penetrations were occasionally

Started normal to the surface along the crown of the lateral

gyrus but then continued deeper in an attempt to record from

units along the medial bank of the lateral gyrus. Because

the medial bank of the lateral gyrus runs roughly

perpendicular to the crown of the lateral gyrus, a columnar

penetration was followed by a penetration which traversed

the cortical fascicles at an oblique angle. In these cases,

whether the degree of variation in the best frequency of the

Successively recorded cells within a single penetration was

related to the angle of the electrode to the cortical

fascicles was tested . With a columnar organization of

Spatial frequency, the columnar portion of the penetration

should show considerably less variation than the portion

which progressed obliquely through the cortex.

Panel A of Figure l; shows a Nissl – stained histological

section of the visual cortex taken in the frontal plane

containing an electrode track which initially ran almost
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parallel to the cortical fascicles. The electrode then

progressed into the white matter, after which it emerged

back into the gray but running at an oblique angle to the

cortical fascicles. An electrolytic lesion was placed at

the point where the electrode recorded units with different

Spatial tuning than had been recorded previously and also at

the end of the electrode track.

Figure 1, B plots the optimal spatial frequency of cells

and cell groups as a function of distance along the

electrode track. In the first portion of the graph, which

represents the recordings taken in the columnar part of the

electrode penetration, the optimal spatial frequency shows

little variation. Following the break in the graph, which

represents the trajectory of the electrode track within the

white matter (where, consequently, no units were recorded),

the optimal spatial frequency of the successively recorded

units begins to change to a considerable extent. At the

point where optimal spatial frequency began to change, an

electrolytic lesion was placed that is visible in panel A.

As can be seen , the amount of variation in optimal spatial

frequency along the electrode penetration is less when the

track is running parallel to the cortical fascicles than

when it moves obliquely to the fascicles.

In Several preparations, multiple parallel penetrations

were made, aligned in the frontal plane across the lateral

and postl ateral gyri. Because the cortex is sharply curved

in this region, it was probable that only one penetration at
most would be parallel to the cortical fascicles, the other
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Figure l; A

Figure l; A shows a Nissl-stained coronal section through the

cat striate cortex that contains an electrode penetration

which initially running parallel to the cortical fascicles

(columnar direction), passes into the white matter, then

proceeds more ventrally through cortex oblique to the

cortical fascicles. The first arrow indicates an electrode

penetration. The Second arrow indicates where a rh

electrolytic lesion had been made when there was a change in

optimal spatial frequency of the recorded units. The third

arrow indicates the position of a second lesion made at end

of the electrode track.
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Figure l; B

Figure l; B shows the optimal spatial frequency of cells

recorded along the electrode track shown in Figure ll A. The

variation in spatial frequency is limited along the columnar

portion of the electrode track (first half) but becomes

considerably greater in the oblique portion of the track

(second half indicated by arrow). The increase in variation

of optimal spatial frequency that occurs in the oblique

portion of the track would be expected if spatial frequency

is columnarly organized in the cat striate cortex.
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penetrations being oblique. Within a small an atomic al

region, t he organization Of spatial frequency in

penetrations varying only in their angular relation to the

cortical fascicles could thus be investigated . Results

from one of the multiple electrode penetration experiments

are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5A shows a histological section in the frontal

plane through a portion of striate cortex containing three

parallel electrode penetrations. The centrally placed

penetration (b) is approximately parallel to the cortical

fascicles; the lateral penetration (c) makes an angle of

about 15 to 20 degrees to the fascicles; and the most medial

penetration (a) runs obliquely at a range of angles to the

fascicles-- its C entral portion in fact run S almost

perpendicular to the cortical fascicles.

In Figure 5B are plotted the best spatial frequencies

of cells and cell clusters along these penetrations as a

function of track distance. The successive cells in

electrode penetration (b), which runs parallel to the

cortical fascicles, showed relatively constant best spatial

frequencies. There was considerably more variation in the

peak spatial frequency of the successively encountered cells

in penetration (c) , which was at a 15- to 20-degree angle to

the cortical fascicles. Moreover , the peak tuning Of

successively encountered cells in penetration (a) is not

r and om but changes in a regular fashion. Such an orderly

progression would occur in penetrations made at a slight
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Figure 5A

Figure 5A shows a coronal section made through c at Striate

cortex containing three electrode tracks. The track labeled

(b) runs parallel to the cortical fascicles (entrance point

and terminal lesion in white matter are indicated by

arrows). Both tracks (a) and (c), which flank track (b) ,

were not made parallel to the cortical fascicles but run 15

to 20 degrees (penetration c) or run obliquely at a range of

angles to the cortical fascicles.
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Figure 5B

Figure 5B graphs the optimal spatial frequency of the

recordings made along track (b) (solid line), (c) (dashed

line), and (a) (dotted line). Note that the columnar track

(b) shows the smallest variation in optimal Spatial

frequency, while that for (c), which is just off columnar

direction, shows more variation and that for (a) , the most

oblique track, shows even more variation in Spatial

frequency.
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angle to the fascicles if spatial frequency were columnar ly

organized so that the electrode sequentially in V ad ed

adjacent spatial frequency columns. In this case, the

electrode would have started its penetration in a relatively

low frequency column, then progressed into a column tuned to

a Somewhat higher spatial frequency, and then again into a

column tuned to a lower spatial frequency. Even more

variation in peak spatial frequency tuning occurred among

the cells in penetration (c) than in penetration (b) . As is

evident, the degree of variation in the optimal spatial

frequency is progressively greater in penetrations made

far ther from the Columnar direction .
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Oblique penetrations.

In addition to the columnar electrode penetrations, a

series of long, oblique (tang ential) penetrations were made.

In these experiments, most penetrations were almost

perpend icular to the cortical fascicles along most of their

trajectories. These tang ential penetrations were made along

the medial banks of the lateral and post lateral gyri.

Our 2D G maps, presented in Part I, show spatial

frequency to be organized into cortical columns that are

aligned in to a striplike configuration. These strips tend

to run in a dorsal-to-ventral direction along the medial

banks of the lateral and post lateral gyri, and then in

approximately a medial-to- lateral direction across the

crown of these gyri. If these 2DG maps are correct, the

sequence of optimal spatial frequencies recorded along

oblique electrode penetrations should depend On the

directions of the penetrations. Penetrations in the

dorsov entral direction should run roughly parallel to

iso frequency strips; cells in these penetrations should thus

show relatively less variation in optimal spatial frequency

than penetrations in directions crossing these strips. On

the other hand, cells in oblique penetrations made at angles

which cross the se strips should produce large and orderly

oscillations in optimal spatial frequency. To te St this

hypothesis, approximately On e third Of the oblique

penetrations (total of 21 ) were directed in the dorsov entral

direction and the rest in the antero posterior Or
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postero anterior direction.

The data, presented above, from columnar penetrations

indicate that spatial frequency is organized in a columnar

rather than 1 am in ar fashion . Long, tang ential penetrations

that parallel the cortical laminae over a large portion of

their trajectory should provide another test to the claim of

a laminar organization (Maffei and Fiorentini, 1977).

Panel A of Figure 6 shows a histological section of

striate cortex which was flat-mounted before Sectioning .

This section contains most of a long , oblique penetration

angled in the antero posterior direction that r an almost

perpendicular to the cortical fascicles and parallel to the

C Ortical lam in ae through much Of its trajectory.

Histological reconstruction indicates that much of the

electrode penetration lay within layer 3. Four of the five

electrolytic lesions that were made along the electrode

track are visible in this section (arrows). In Figure 6B

are plotted the spatial frequency tuning curves of cells

successively recorded along this penetration. For clarity,

and for comparison with Figure 2B, only the first 10 (of the

35 to tal) tuning curves are shown here, although all the

peaks are plotted in Figure 6 C.

Figure 6B shows that the peak spatial frequency of

cells encountered along this oblique penetration vary

greatly in contrast with the small variation in the peaks of

the spatial frequency tuning curves of the columnar

penetration illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 6A

Figure 6A shows a Nissl-stained histological section of the

c at Striate cortex which contains an electrode track made

tang ential to the cortical surface. The cortex was flat

mounted before sectioning so that a large portion of the c at

striate cortex could be seen in a single section. The

anterior portion of striate is seen to the right, the

posterior portion to the left , dorsal is up , ventral down.

The arrow at the cortical surface denotes the entry point of

the electrode, while the arrows situated more ventrally

indic ate the locations of four of the five lesions made

along the electrode track. Histological reconstruction

indicates that much of the electrode track lay within layer

3.
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Figure 6B

Figure 6B plots the tuning curves of the first 10 recordings

taken from the electrode track shown in Figure 6A. Data

points for the first curve are plotted. The tuning curves

have been shifted vertically in proportion to the distance

along the track at which they were recorded . Note that the

tuning curves from this oblique track show a considerable

range in spatial frequency preference compared with that

seen for columnar penetrations (see fig. 2B).
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Figure 6 C plots the optimal spatial frequency of all

recording points made along the electrode track shown in

Figure 6A. Note that the optimal spatial frequency for

these points shows much more variation than that seen along

electrode tracks made in the columnar direction (see Figs.

2, 3, 11, and 5 for comparison). Because this track was made

parallel to the cortical laminae, the large variation in

optimal spatial frequency seen here also indicates that

spatial frequency is not organized in a laminar fashion.

Note in addition that the optimal spatial frequency shows a

period ic oscillation, suggesting that the electrode track is

repeated ly crossing the configuration for spatial frequency

within the c at striate cortex.
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Figure 6D

Figure 6D plots the orientation preference of the recordings

made along the electrode track shown in Figure 6 A.

Comparison of this plot with the plot for spatial frequency

(Figure 6 C') shows that these two parameter do not covary,

i.e., they are mapped independently in the c at striate

cortex .
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In the columnar penetration, the peaks range between 0.23

and 0.35 c/ deg ( .. 61 octaves); here, they range between 0.35

and 1. 113 c/d , or about two octaves, a large fraction of the

cat's striate cortex sensitivity range.

The wide variation in the peak tuning of the cells in

this tang ential penetration does not mean that they have no

recognizable order. On the contrary, there is a progressive

decline in the optimum frequency up to a depth of about 1.2

mm, then a sudden increase to higher frequencies. The order

within this penetration can best be seen in panel C, where

the best frequencies are plotted , and in panel D, where

the orientations of all the cells recorded along this

penetration are plotted as a function of distance along the

track. In distinct contrast to the Small variation in the Se

parameters which were seen in the columnar penetrations,

considerable variation in tuning along this tang ential

penetration can be seen .

The repeat distance of the cyclic spatial frequency

variation along the track shown in Figure 6 C is about 1.3

mm (5 peaks in about 6.5 mm). This spacing is somewhat

greater than the 0.8 to 1.0 mm distance between spatial

frequency strips seen in 2DG maps. This difference is in

the direction, and of about the amount, that could be

expected , since any track which did not inter sect the

i So frequency Strips precisely at right angles would show

wider spacing .

In addition, although much of the penetration shown in
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Figure 6A was within layer 3, there is no indication that

peak Spatial frequency was constant along any substantial

distance of this penetration, as would have been predicted

by a theory of a laminar organization for spatial frequency.

The regular oscillation in optimal spatial frequency found

in Stead is precisely what would be expected if spatial

frequency were organized into columns which are aligned in

Strips.

For comparison, the best orientation of all the cells

recorded along the penetration shown in Figure 6A are

plotted in Figure 6D as a function of distance along the

track. Figure 6D also shows a regular progression in

orientation tuning. The periodic oscillations in spatial

frequency and the progression in orientation tuning are not

correlated , suggesting that these two parameters are mapped

independently from each other across the striate cortex of

C at .

In Figure 7 A-E are presented data from five additional

long tang ential penetrations. As in the case discussed in

detail above, there is a periodic oscillation in best

Spatial frequency of the cells along these tang ential

tracks.

The 2DG maps for spatial frequency show that the

Spatial frequency strips run roughly dorsal to ventral along

the medial banks of the lateral and post lateral gyri.

Therefore, an electrode penetration from the dorsal to the

V entral direction should show less variation in spatial

frequency tuning than a penetration directed along some
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Figure 7A -E

Figure 7 plots the optimal spatial frequency for five more

oblique penetrations that were angled in the antero posterior

direction down the medial bank of the lateral gyrus. The

optimal spatial frequency shows considerable variation along

these tang ential penetrations and there is periodic

oscillation in spatial frequency, which suggests that the

electrode tracks were made at an angle to the organization

for spatial frequency (i.e., spatial frequency strips).
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Figure 8AB

Figure 8AB plots the optimal spatial frequency of the

recordings along two electrode penetrations made in the

dor Sov entral direction down the medial bank of the lateral

gyrus. Note that the variation in optimal spatial frequency

is considerably less than that seen in other oblique

penetrations (see Fig s. 6 and 7), suggesting that these

tracks were made relatively parallel to the Spatial

frequency organization.
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other plane. Figure 8A B shows plots of spatial frequency

tun ing along two oblique penetrations made in the

dor So V entral direction down the medial bank of the later al

gyrus. The Se plots show some variation in the best spatial

frequency of cells along these penetrations but considerably

less than that seen in tang ential penetrations in other

directions. In addition, the variation present is not as

periodic ally organized as that seen in these other oblique

penetrations. Both of these find ings are in accord with what

would be expected if spatial frequency were organized into

columnar strips running roughly in the d or So V entral

direction.

Statistic ally, the mean variation in spatial frequency

for all dorsov entral penetrations (total of eight) is 21.3%

per 100 um, compared with 35.6% per 100um for all oblique

penetrations (total of 16), and 13.9% per 100 um for the

columnar penetrations ( to tal of 15). The variation in

orientation, however, is 17.8 degrees per 100 um in

dorsov entral penetrations, close to the 16. 11% per 100um

variation seen for all oblique tracks but signific antly more

than the 7.7 degrees per 100um seen for the columnar

penetrations.

If spatial frequency specific it y were organized into

columns, as is orientation specific it y, with these columns

arranged in to strips running at an angle to orientation

Strips, one would expect a signific ant covariance in the

degree of spatial frequency vs. orientation variation
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recorded along some, but not all, of the penetrations made

in this study. For example, columnar penetrations should

show little variation in either orientation or spatial

frequency; some oblique penetrations should show variation

in both . Figure 9 plots the orientation against the

Spatial frequency tuning for all cells. The columnar

penetrations are plotted with stars, the d or So V entral

oblique penetrations with open circles, and the other

oblique penetrations with filled circles. The columnar

penetrations show the least variation for both spatial

frequency and orientation. Correlation coefficients were

tabulated for the average change in orientation vs. spatial

frequency tuning per unit distance along the normal and

oblique recording tracks shown in Figure 9. Since the

points are grouped at one extreme of the graph and do not

extend linearly, the correlation coefficient for the

columnar penetrations is rather low, 0.3, and not

statistic ally signific ant. The oblique penetrations made in

any other than the d or sov entral direction, however, show a

covariance in these parameters of . 611, which is significant

(p2.005). As the Se oblique penetrations were made at a

variety of angles to the cortical columns, the variation in

both orientation and spatial frequency tuning would be

expected to differ considerably from penetration to

penetration. Penetrations which showed relatively little

variance in orientation tuning also showed little variation

in spatial frequency tuning and were mainly close to the

columnar direction . Penetrations in which orientation
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Figure 9

Figure 9 plots the mean change in orientation against that

for optimal spatial frequency for all electrode tracks. The

aster isks indicate columnar penetrations, the open circles

indicate the d or sov entral oblique tracks, while the filled

circles show the oblique tracks made in directions other

than d or sov entrally. This plot shows that the variation in

orientation and spatial frequency covary (r= 0. 71, p

K0. 005). Moreover , columnar tracks ( asterisks) show the

least variance in both parameters as would be expected if

Spatial frequency, just as orientation, were columnar ly

Organized . Note also that the d or sov entrally directed

oblique tracks show an in termediate level of variation

between that seen for columnar and other oblique tracks.

This intermed iate level of variation might be expected since

both orientation and spatial frequency seem to be organized

in to strips running dorsov entrally in cat striate cortex.
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tuning varied also showed considerable variation in spatial

frequency tuning; the se were mainly more oblique.

Although the d or sov entral oblique penetrations were in

general made nearly or thogonal to the cortical fascicles,

they show a degree of variation for both orientation and

spatial frequency in term ediate to that seen for the columnar

tracks and those made in other oblique penetrations.

The correlation coefficient for all penetrations for

orientation and spatial frequency tuning is 0.71, which is

signific ant (p) 0.005). The signific ant covariance for the

variation in spatial frequency and orientation tuning for

cells record ed along the se penetrations i S another

indication that spatial frequency is columnarly organized ,

since one would expect this covariance only if spatial

frequency We re organized similarly to Orient at i on

specific it y.

Finally, if the organization for spatial frequency is

columnar, the change in the best spatial frequency of

successively encountered cells within individual columns

recording tracks should be considerably less than the

differences seen along oblique tracks. The mean change

between cells recorded successively in all normal tracks

(total 15, SD = 9.3%) was 13.5% per 100 um, whereas the

change along all oblique tracks (total 21, SD = 12.6%) was

35.6% per 100 um, or about two and one half times that seen

in columnar penetrations. This difference was found to be

highly statistic ally significant (p) . 001).
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DISC USS ION

The result S presented here provide strong

electrophysiological evidence for a columnar organization

for spatial frequency organization within the striate cortex

of the c at . Recordings made from successive cells or cell

clusters along penetrations in different directions through

the striate cortex revealed that successive cells record ed

from electrode penetrations made in a columnar direction

Showed little Variation in their preferred Spatial

frequency, whereas cells recorded sequentially along

penetrations made oblique to the cortical columns showed

C on Siderable variation in the ir spatial frequency

preference. In these recordings, not only was the spatial

frequency of the units measured , but their orientation

tuning and eye preference as well.

The literature contains well-accepted evidence that

both orientation and ocular dominance have a columnar

organization. The data presented here support the evidence

in the literature by showing that columnar tracks have less

variability in orientation and ocular dominance than do

oblique or tang ential tracks. In the experiments reported

here, our evidence for a columnar spatial frequency

organization is as strong as our evidence for columnar

orientation and ocular dominance organizations. The ratios

of the variance in tuning among cells encountered in oblique

columnar tracks are 2. 6, 2. 1, and 2.7 for spatial frequency,

orientation, and ocular dominance, respectively. Thus, if
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orientation and ocular dominance are arranged in a columnar

fashion, then spatial frequency must be corresponding ly

organized .

Evidence has been presented from 2DG experiments for a

columnar spatial frequency organization, in Part 1 of this

thesis and in previous reports (Silverman, Too tell, and De

Valois, 1980; Too tell, Silverman, and De Valois, 1980;

Too tell, Silverman , and De Valois, 1981). The recording

evidence presented here is in agreement with these 2D G

result S.

Spatial frequency columns seen tang entially.

In deoxyglucose studies of the striate cortex in

animals exposed to a single spatial frequency at all

orientations, columns are seen in cross-sectional cuts

through the cortex, and long strips are seen in tang entially

cut sections. The columns of cells with common spatial

frequency tuning thus appear to be joined into strips along

the cortical expanse. The recording evidence presented here

corresponds with the 2DG evidence for this strip-like

arrangement of the spatial frequency columns.

When long tang ential recording penetrations were made,

a period ic oscillation in the preferred spatial frequency

was commonly found , as would be expected if one spatial

frequency strip after another were encountered . The period

of this oscillation was usually about 1.0 to 1.5 mm. Since

it is unlikely that all our tang ential penetrations
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inter sected the spatial frequency columnar strips at right

angles, the slightly longer repeat distance seen in the se

penetrations, as compared with the characteristic 1 mm

separation between the 2DG strips, is to be expected . A

regular repeat pattern of less than about 1 mm in the

tang ential penetrations was never See n . Thus, t he

electrophysiological evidence is in agreement with the 2DG

evidence for a period ic arrangement of the spatial frequency

columns in the plane parallel to the cortical surface.

The electrophysiological evidence presented here also

corroborates our 2DG evidence that the columnar strips run

in an approximately d or sov entral direction along the medial

bank of the lateral and post lateral gyri, at least within

the central visual field. Electrode penetrations in the

dor So V entral direction down the medial bank of the lateral

or postl ateral gyri show considerably less variation in

spatial frequency preference than do tang ential penetrations

in other directions down the medial bank. The mean

Variation in spatial frequency along the dorsov entral

penetrations, for in stance, was 21.3% per 100 um, compared

with 37. 1% for all the other oblique penetrations.
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Deoxyglucose and electro physiological evidence for spatial
frequency columns

The main question addressed in this study was whether a

system atic organization for spatial frequency specific it y is

present within the cat striate cortex. In particular,

whether the striate cortex has an atomic al segregation of

cells and neur opil in to groups that respond to and are

selective for different ranges of spatial frequency was

examined . If such an atomic al groupings exist, then a visual

stimulus containing a single spatial frequency should

preferentially stimulate the regions containing cells that

are tuned to it ; regions containing cells tuned to different

Spatial frequency ranges should be less activated . The

possible presence of such differential activation was tested

using the 2DG functional mapping technique described in Part

I above , and the results were confirmed by t he

electrophysiological methods described in Part II above. In

this General Discussion, these results are evaluated and

compared with the work of others reported in the literature.

Hypothesis of a laminar organization for spatial frequency

Maffei and Fiorentini (1977), mapping the spatial

frequency tuning of cells in the striate cortex using

Single-unit electrophysiological methods, reported that
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spatial frequency was represented in a laminar fashion.

That is , cells in layer l1 were reported to be tuned to high

Spatial frequencies, those in layer 3 to somewhat lower

frequencies, etc. A column from layer 1 to 6 would then

encompass cells tuned to the whole range of spatial

frequency. Later Berard i et al. (1982) presented a

variation of this theory, in which they proposed a laminar

spatial frequency organization, but one in which different

sub laminae would contain cells tuned to different spatial

frequency ranges.

The principal data upon which Maffei and Fiorentini

(1977) and Berard i et al. (1982) based these theories came

from recording the spatial frequency tuning of cells along

tang ential penetrations made in the d or sov entral direction

down the medial bank of the lateral gyrus and also across

the dorsal surface of the lateral gyrus in the coronal

plane. In these recordings, they attempted to keep the

electrode within a single cortical layer , e.g., layer 3, for

an extended range. Since they found that the recorded cells

in the Se long , tang ential (presumably unilam in ar)

penetrations all had roughly the same spatial frequency

tuning , they concluded that spatial frequency W3 S

Systematic all y arranged within se perate laminae or even

Sublam in ae.

The proposed laminar spatial frequency organization of

Maffei and Fiorentini (1977) is opposite to the columnar

organization which we have proposed and for which we have

presented data in this report. Is it possible to reconcile
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their data with the columnar spatial frequency pattern we

have put for th? Our results indicate that spatial frequency

columns are arranged in strips across the cortical surface,

and tend to run in a dorsov entral direction along the

medial bank and across the dorsal surface of the lateral

gyrus, then continue in roughly parallel strips in the

coronal plane. Tang ential penetrations in the Se

directions, whether or not they stay within the same

laminae, could be expected to encounter cells of the same

spatial frequency preference. This is just the direction

taken by Maffei and Fiorentini's electrode penetrations.

Using only such evidence, it would be possible to conclude

(erroneously) that orientation specific it y also Wa S

organized in a laminar manner. This conclusion could be

drawn , for in stance, if long tang ential electrode

penetrations were made in one cortical layer down the medial

bank, paralleling the orientation strips. Thus, it is

suggested that Maffei and Fiorent in i observed Similar

spatial frequency preference among cells in their tang ential

penetrations not because of any laminar arrangement for

spatial frequency specific it y, but because they recorded

from electrode tracks that paralleled the spatial frequency

Strip arrays.

As presented in this report, it is possible to record

cells with similar optimal spatial frequency preference in

long tang ential penetrations if they are made in the

dorsov entral direction along the medial bank of the lateral
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gyrus . These penetrations, however, are not limited to a

single lam in a but in fact traverse at least several laminae.

That the electrode tip in these penetrations was traver sing

Several laminae and still encountering only cells tuned to a

Single spatial frequency is consistent with a columnar

organization arranged in strips, but contrary to a laminar

organization. In the rare in stances where a long

tang ential penetration did remain within a single lam in a for

a portion of its track (Figure 6, Part II), the optimal

Spatial frequency of successively recorded cells changed in

an oscillatory manner as if the track were crossing the

Spatial frequency Strips at an angle.

Hypothesis of local spatial frequency clumps

Tolhurst and Thompson (1982) found that neur On S

recorded from within about 100 microns were more likely to

have similar optimal spatial frequencies than neurons

recorded from greater separations. They also investigated

whether neurons preferring the same spatial frequencies were

arranged in laminae or in columns. When they compared their

data from normal and oblique penetrations, they found little

difference in the degree of organization between these two

kinds of penetration. They concluded that the unit of

organization for optimal spatial frequency was neither

columnar nor lam in ar, but that neurons with similar optimal

spatial frequency were grouped in clusters about 200 um

acro SS in the plane either of the columns or of the laminae.

r
*
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This conclusion of Tolhurst and Thompson (1982)

conflicts with both the 2DG and the electrophysiological

evidence reported here for a columnar organization for

Spatial frequency. Close examination of their data and our s

reveals some possible reasons for this disc repancy. First,

Tolhurst and Thompson (1982) made oblique penetrations in a

dorso V entral direction down the medial bank of the

postl ateral gyrus within 5 degrees of the area central is

cortical projection and found that the neurons tended to

have similar optimal frequencies but only within short

distances (200 um).

The data reported here indicate that spatial frequency

columns are aligned in to strips running in a roughly

dorso V entral direction down the medial bank of the

postl ateral gyrus. Therefore, some grouping by optimal

spatial frequency of successively encountered neurons would

be expected if an electrode track were to drift across the

Spatial frequency strips. If the alignment of the recording

track and the strips are at a small angle to each other, a

Strong period ic oscillation in optimal spatial frequency as

a function of distance along the electrode track would

probably not be noted . In stead, all that would be seen

would be some similarity in spatial frequency among

neighboring cells, as was found in the dorsov entral tracks

(see Figure 7) and exactly as Tolhurst and Thompson (1982)

reported .

Although Tolhurst and Thompson, (1982) reported some

Similarity in the optimal spatial frequency of neurons
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recorded along normal penetrations, this similarity, again,

was only statistic ally signific ant for cells within about

200 um of each other, and the similarity among these cells

did not differ markedly from that seen among cells recorded

from oblique penetrations. However, the fascicles at the

crown of the postlateral gyrus, ( the region from which

Tolhurst and Thompson (1982) record ed) have a spoke-like

configuration. Therefore, slight deviations in the initial

angle to the fascicles would become magnified as the track

approaches the white matter. Moreover, as mentioned

previously, the alignment of the electrode track with the

fascicles in the plane of section does not ensure that it is

aligned in the orthogonal plane. Therefore, the track can

be acutely angled to the fascicles in the antero posterior

(parasagittal plane) while being aligned parallel with the

fascicles in the coronal plane. Several different indices

of alignment in both planes are available ( and have been

used in this study). Because the radial cortical vessel S

run parallel with the cortical fascicles and therefore

parallel to the cortical columns, the sectioning plane

containing a normal electrode track should also contain at

least some radial vessels which are not obliquely cut. In

the histological reconstruction of what they referred to as

normal penetrations (their Figure 5), no radial vessels are

seen extending for any appreciable distance through the

cortex . In stead, holes of the size of cortical radial

vessels are seen , indicating that the radial vessels were
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cut obliquely. This in turn indicates that the Se "normal

penetrations" were in fact only normal in the coronal plane

and not in the parasagittal plane. The single penetration

shown in their paper that appears normal (at least in the

coronal plane), i.e., appears to run almost parallel to the

cortical fascicles (fig. 5, open circles), does in fact have

a statistic ally signific ant grouping of cells by optimal

Spatial frequency (i.e., shows a columnar organization).

A further indication that the supposedly normal

penetrations made by Thompson and Tolhurst (1982) were in

fact abnormal was the substantial drift they found in the

orientation specific it y o f successive cells along their

" normal" penetrations. They stated that : " The mean

orientation difference did increase slowly with increasing

separation on the normal penetrations; this is easily

explained if the penetrations were not truly normal (as

suspected) but ran at a small angle (15–20 degrees) to the

fascicles, gradually invading column S representing

neighboring Orientations." This statement in effect

supports the contention that their "normal" penetrations

signific antly deviated from this direction.

Thus, it seems likely that the failure of Tolhurst and

Thompson (1982) to find a columnar organization for spatial

frequency can be explained by problems associated with the

electrophysiological mapping techniques they used . Further,

the absence of a common spatial frequency tuning of cells

along such penetrations is not strong evidence against a

columnar organization for spatial frequency.
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Intersection patterns from one spatial frequency at one
orientation

Thompson and Tolhurst (1980b) found a columnar pattern

of 2DG uptake in striate cortex produced by stimulation with

a grating of one spatial frequency presented at a single

Orientation . They suggested that these columns represented

the inter section of spatial frequency and orientation

Strips, because these orientation/spatial frequency patterns

viewed in tang ential section appeared more spotlike and

discontinuous than strips generated by stimuli containing

multiple frequencies Shown at a single Orientation

(orientation strips). On this basis, they concluded that

Spatial frequency had a columnar organization in the cat

striate cortex .

Similar Orientation and frequency inter Section

experiments were performed (Silverman, Too tell, and De

Valois, 1980; Too tell, Silverman, and De Valois, 1980; 1981)

in which it was also noticed that the patterns in such

cases are more spotlike than the pure orientation strips.

All these inter section experiments support the theory of a

columnar organization for spatial frequency, but they do not

by themselves constitute conclusive evidence of such a

columnar organization for spatial frequency for several

rea SO n S .

First, as previously mentioned , there is considerable

inter an im al variability in the exact Structure and
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characteristic s of the spatial frequency, orientation and

ocular dominance columns. In some animals, these columnar

patterns seen in tang ential sections appear striplike , and

in other cases more spotlike . In the absence of control

experiments, particularly split-field studies with test and

control patterns in the same animal, it is dangerous to

ascribe these differences to the experimental parameters.

Second , as discussed earlier, proper eye convergence is

imperative in binocular 2DG experiments. Thompson and

Tolhurst (1980b) attempted to converge the eyes by optically

super impo sing the area central i of the two eyes on the

Stimulus plane. Because only very approximate eye

convergence is possible using this method, and since this

method does not correct for misconvergence due to

encyclorotation, it is possible that the 2DG patterns

generated by Thompson and Tolhurst (1980b) cannot be

ascribed solely to the stimulus characteristics of the

visual Stimulus. Nonetheless, the conclusion reached by

Thompson and Tolhurst (1980b) is in accord with ours, namely

that there is a systematic columnar (not lam in ar)

arrangement of cells tuned to different spatial frequencies.

Columnar organization for orientation and ocular dominance

As noted above, our recordings supported most other

reports, which indicate a columnar orientation and ocular

dominance organization. The columnar penetrations did not

Show evidence of a signific ant or regular shift in
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orientation at some point within the deeper layers of the

c at striate cortex, as has been reported by Bauer (1982).

As mentioned , their finding of a signific ant shift may have

resulted from their electrode penetration diverging from the

columnar direction in the deeper cortical layers, or not

being in the columnar direction in all planes but rather

angled in the plane orthogonal to that of the histological

Section. It is critical to use multiple indices of

direction of a penetration before concluding that it is

columnar , e.g., the appearance of radial vessels or the

degree of variation in such other physiological parameters

as Spatial frequency and ocular dominance. A penetration

classified as being in the columnar direction purely on the

basis of angle to the cortical surface may in fact diverge

signific antly from this direction at some depth.

Implications of the spatial frequency columnar organization

Linear systems analysis and the use of spatial sine

wave grating stimuli have in the past been of considerable

utility in both psychophysical and physiological studies of

the image processing characteristics of the visual system.

Some studies have used such an approach to investigate the

visual system 's modulation transfer function, much a S

Similar techniques would be applied to investigate the

energy transmission characteristic S of an electronic ,

Optic al , acoustic , Or mechanic al device. Such a rh
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application of linear systems analysis does not imply that

the visual System is itself performing a spatial frequency

an alysis of the visual in put .

Other psychophysical and physiological studies of the

visual system have suggested , however, that the visual

System may itself be performing such an analysis of the

visual in put (Campbell and Robson, 1968; Maffei and

Fiorentini, 1973). For in stance, Blakemore and Campbell

(1969) found that the visual system shows spatial-frequency

Specific adaptation, indicating that the system has separate

Spatial frequency channels. Numerous physiological studies

of the visual cortex have shown that cortical neur on S do in

fact show b and pass tuning for spatial frequency, much as

they do for the orientation of the stimulus. Furthermore,

cell S at a given general cortical locus are tuned to each of

a wide range of spatial frequencies (De Valois, Albrecht,

and Thorell, 1982). This evidence indicates that the visual

System possesses the mechanisms to perform a spatial

frequency analysis in the processing of visual in formation.

Our find ing that spatial frequency specific it y is

Systematic ally organized in the striate cortex is additional

evidence that the system is actually performing a local

Spatial frequency filtering of the visual in formation. The

fact that striate neurons are as specific for spatial

frequency as for orientation, and that similar an atomic al

arrangements are present for both suggest that the visual

in formation is being filtered into multiple two-dimensional

spatial frequency channels (spatial frequency for each
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orientation). It seems highly unlikely that the visual

cortex would be so precisely organized in its arrangement of

spatial frequency selective cells for no utility.

Spatial frequency filtering has been found very use ful

in computer image-processing . Such analysis has facilitated

the reconstruction of degraded images, filtering out noise,

and filling in missing in formation with in formation from

adjacent regions in the form of its spectral content. It

might be that similar advantages would accrue to the visual

system. Evidence has in fact been reported for a filling-in

process within the striate cortex of cat (Silverman et al

1982).

An important next advance in the investigation of the

processing of visual in formation would be to under stand how

the brain uses this spatial frequency by orientation

analysis in the subsequent stages of the processing of

Visual in formation.
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